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This st udy explores some of the main reasons why Goethe's Fau61 hlL<; not bt'f"n
satisb .ctorily t ranslated into English, and concludes that an elusive but diseem nhle
quality of "poetic faith fulness- is largely absent from most English· language vers ions of
the work. This quality is defined and described at length in th e int roduct ion, with
relcrence made both to the genera l background and the specific problems of FfJ'IHt
translat ion. A middle sect ion or six chapters, each one devot ed to IL short pasenge teem
one of six chosen scenes hom Fau lll, gives examples of the passage from five major
Englisb translations and discusses the background or the passage, ib specific
t ranslational difficu lties, acd th e translators' success or failure in epproaehing fidelity to
the original poetry, FinallyI the conclusicu summarizes the various approacht':'l to
t ranslating Faust , as well as the work of the chosen tre eeletcrs, and ctrere concluding
remarks on the difficult ies, shown in the quoted examples, of translating the work into
English with a high degree of poetic faithfulness.
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INTRODUCTION
Most Noeth American students encountering Goethe's Faust for the first. time race
the daunting prospect orlooking for a goodEnglishtranslation, and while a well-stocked
university library will Orret anywhere trom five to a dozen versions , few of them can
susta in interest beyond the required reading. Allowing that t ranslations by definition
always represent "second best - and can never equal the origina l, we must sadly agree
with David Ball's conclusion that most English tra nslations of Faust have the muse's
curse of unreadabilityon them:
For all who do not read Germa n, Goethe 's poem stands in the rank of world
mast erpieces only by hearsay; in othe r words, rot most who come to reed
Fausl, it reallydoesnot exist as literature.·
This study, therefore, shall seek to establish the reasons why Faust I has not been
satisfactorily translated into English, and conclude that an elusive but discemeble
quality we shall call "poetic faitblulness· is largely absent from most English-language
versionsof the work.
All this is certainly not for want of effort: it was the duty or every nineteenth
century intellectual to come to terms with Goethe, and hosts of scholars, lawyers, and
dilettanti, drawn to Faust like moths 10 bright light, paid tribute with their own
lOa vid Ball, · 00 Trans latlol Goetbe's F4tu l,· The Germanic Review, 65 (Waahinlto n: Heldrd
Publications. 1980) , p- 20. Hereafter cited 33 David Ball, · 00 Trao!latinl ."
translat ions of the work.2 One of the earliest Fau sl t ranslators, Lord Leveson Gower,
declared his work "en exercise while learning the language,_3 and the poet Shelley
apparently tu rned to translating to pass the dry spells between inspirations of original
composition, for he saw the translation of Fallsl as an opportun it,y hol!l. to study the
great poet and to sharpen his own precision of expreeslon.' Later in the century , ns n
body of English translations began to form, scholars and writers were ntt meted by the
idea of improving (and rivaling) earlier versions. Important tr anslators like Bayard
T aylor and John Anster sew a kind of heroic or even Faustian quest in their st riving to
render the vast work into EngJish.S As late 3 5 1961, Bayard Quincy Morgan declared his
allegiance to the old school with this stateme nt of his motivation Ior translating Faust:
It is inevitable that men of poetic ability will at tempt to transmit to their
compat riots some of the esthetic charm they feel in savouring the originll.1.6
In most cases this enviable confidence, appreciation, and dedication did not come
equipped with great skill, and we must regret tha.t the early Faust transl ators paid
237 editions or Part I and II, 136 editioDs of PliTt I, and IS editions of P:Iort II are listed in ~!:Ions
Henning, Faust-Bibliographie, part 2, vet. 1 jWeimar : Al!fbau Verlag, 1966 ), pp. 1~131. For studies of
the early tran slatiolls d . Lina Baumann, Die enalischen Ubersl't zungen von Goethes P:lUsL [Halle:
Niemeyer Verlag, (907) , and Ju lia Haskell, Bayard T aylor's T tan s[ation of Goethe's Fa ust (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1908).
3Pau la Kittel , Enldisb T ra nslati ons a.s Commentaries 0 0 Debate!! Passnges in GOl't be's Faust , Dies,
(Madisoo:Uuiversity or Wisconsin P res6, 19381,p. 15.
-lTirnot by Webb, T he Violet hI th e Crucible IOxford: The Clarendon Pr ess, 19761, pp. 4.0050. Hereaft er
ci tedasT. Webb,~.
,')Adolpb Ingram FTant! , Half a Huodred T hralls to Fau1'tt [Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, IQ4Q), p.257.
6a.Q.Morgan, ·On tbe Trlloslat lng oCGoethe's Fa llsl , Part II,· Yearboo k of Comparat ive aod Ce ol',a 1
~, vel . 10 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina P ress, 1001), p- 33. Hereaft er cited as B.Q.
Morgan, "Tr anslating .-
insufficient heed to the dirriculties or putt ing Ocet he 's elevated . varied German int u
genuine, readable English. In an ea.rl}· essay on Faust tra nslation D. Boileau supplied
rn::lny useful observat ions on the Germa n lan guage, st ressing its status as a. · prim:u y-
!::loguage, like Sanskrit, and its almost unlimi ted upa.dt}" for nexibility and the m:lking
of compounds, ellipses, and onomatopoeic words and phrases.i Othe r Iamiliar
charac te ristics of Goethe's Germ:ln wbich have de fied early and moder n tra nslato r!!
include th e wealth of abst ractions, th e concentrat ion or exp r~ion, the ma.u)' dirricult
compounds and prepositional adverbs like - herauf,- wh ich cnen han the added force of
rhyme, the many unac cented or -f eminine - endings 50 often made stiff end unwieldy by
resortin g to - · ing,- -· ed ,- and -- ion ,- and a word like -Plunder - which
Fcust-t ranslator Stuart Atk ins calls "eiu fallJchtr Freund, d.h. ein deutecbes Wort mit
einem so oUensichtlicben englischen Aquivalent , da lJ der Uberset le r uneebtsem wird . -8
In his excellent arti cle on litl'rary translatio n, John W haley points out th at while th e
iambic mode is natu ral to English, the trochaic is t he main rhythm of German and it
often appears in basically ia.mbic meters , so it is natu ral th at II. quin tessential ly German
poet should embody one of the most charact eristic qualiti~ of the language:
[Goethe's] instinctive sense of process, for the dynamic rath er tban t he stati c
description has bim often finding his rhyme on t he verb, whether conjugated
or infinitive but 50 often witb tbe weak feminine ending of the una ccented
i D. Boileau, A Few Rem:lrh Oil Mr. H:lyward's ED! l i~h Pr~~ TrMJlatioll of Gmt he's FIJUlI (Loodoo:
Treult el,Wii rta, Ricbter, abd Wacey, 1834), pp.3 "·S8.
8nuart Atkin , -Goethe. FIJu ! aut EDl liscb: Uber. tt n olll. l. loterprd atiob," the German wer&loll or
Stuart Atkins, · 0 0 Traoslatiol Fausl,- ill Johann Wolrpol Goethe: ODe Huodrfll r U TS or Cootinuinl
Y!.!!illI. (Lubbock: Texas Tech PrtH, 1984), pp. 256-67. Ht rnfter d ted as AtkillS, " F'IJ u ~1 auf EOll isch."
For studies 011 the olliqueoes. or GOflhe's eee or word. d . Otto Plliower, "ZII Goethes Wort l ebrsucb,-
Goethe-Jabrbucb, sol, 19 (Frloklurt a. M., 18118), p. 229-4.1, aDd A. Baumeister, "Hoecbst . (Gebraucb des
Superlatjn in deo letatell Akteodr& F'II1l .I. I, "~, vol. 17 1FraoUort a. M., 1896I,p . 218.
syllable.iJ
Goethe himseU, not ed by Eckenn enn in the conversat ion 01 December 30, 1823, felt the
difficulty of translat ing English into German was th at t he power of the many English
monosyllables is lost when expressed in Germ an polysyllables.1O T he converse is
certainly true in the opposite direction, for the uninflected language cannot easily equal
the greater momentum, density of textu re, and possibilit ies lor rhyme in the German.
T hus Baya rd Qu incy MorYlin correctly observes in his "la w for the t ranslato r " that "the
danger of distortio n (01 act ual meaning) is markedly increased by such poet ic devices as
short lines, feminine cadences, end triple Or multiple rhymes.on
T he problem 01 line length was and is omnipresent for the poetical t ranslato r 01
Faust, lor the work's var iety of mete rs and forms includes chcric odes, alexandrines,
blank verse, tree verse, hexa meters, t rimeters, tr ochaic tetramete rs, idiosyncratic two-
beat lines, the so-ca lled Faus /verse, plus Goet he's ada pta tion of Hans Sachs'
Kn iUefversc.12 T he four-line folk-song stanza of Gr etchen's spinning-w heel song, for
example, so successful in Goet he's Germ an, really needs a longer line to work in Eng lish.
for the narro w space of the short line -- best suited to nonsense verse and nursery rhymes
-- severely confines word-shift ing to achieve rhyme and there by limits the avai lable
{l Jobn Whaley, ' On T ra nelatins the Quality at Goe t he '~ P""tr,. ,· Publie:llion~ or the Englb h Goelbe
fu!£!ili:, 40 [l.eeds: W.S. Mane,. and Sons LOT., U)18-1iJ), pp. 1;j6.3 1 .
10J.p • Eckermann ,~, trans. tlllknOWIl (New York: Classie Pu blisbins Company, 1933),
p.42.
I1B.Q. Morgan, "Translalins ," p. 34.
12Por studies or Goetbe's use or Kn illdt'er' e and t be tbree ty pes or raUilverae d . Walter Haupt , Qi!.
poet isthe Form von Goet hel Palld. Eine metr illcbe Unlersuehulil fLti plig: Rudoll Haupt Verlag, 1900),
and Alexander Hohlfeld, "ZII Goetbe~ Reimell, hesonders in F4IJ", ' Monateberte fiir Delltschen
Unteuicht vel. 35, no. 3/4 (Madison: University or Wiscon~in P reee, l iJ4.3j , pp. U1S-204.
rhyming words.13 Moreover, the appa rent similarities of German and English I:1nguage
and prosody have tempted ma.ny translators to abandon their home tongue and succuml..
to a slavish metrical fidelity, the bane of so many poor rendit ions of Faust , and we shall
see many examples that bear out the observat ion of translato r Alan Durr: · Whatevcr
mate rial he is working in, the t ranslator will be ta king the content of the source [criginai]
language and reshaping it in the f orm of the ta rget language. ... As soon as the form of
the source language dominates, the translation surfers.• 14
The myriad difficulties or such a dispara te work as Faust make the transl ator's
overall approach the true lyucb-plu of his success, and it shall be seen that a str iving to
stick doggedly to one narr ow strategy is a major cause of failure in t ranslating Faust.
Since opinions and personal tastes are so various and even violent, it is unlikely there
will ever be final agreement on methods of literary translation. Most of the nineteent h
cent ury translators or Faus t were cautious, scholarly amateurs who probably followed
the Ea rl oCRoscommon's advice:
Ta ke pains the genuin e Meaning to explore,
The re Sweat , the re Strain, tug the laborious Oar.
Search ev'ry Comment tha.t your Ca re may rind,
Some here, some there ma.y hit the Poet's Min d,IS
Shelley, emphasising the act ive and imaginative component of trans lation, had no time
C.,r the "owl-eyed faculty oC calculation," nod believed no amount of study and
scholarship could produce tr ue poet ry:
13p aul Wiegand, 'Problems in Translating ~h e Chorus Myatlcus in Oodlle's "'au&~ II,·~
Qua rterly vel, 33, no. 1 (Appleton, Wiscolisill: Van Rooy Print ing Company, 1960), pp. 22·27.
I4Alan Durr, The Third Laol u:l.lc (OxJord: Pergamon Pr rss, 1; 81), p. -to
ISThe Earl or Roscommon, "ADEssay on Translated Verse 1168-41,· in T, Webb,~, p. 19.
Poetry is not like reasoning, a power to be exerted aeeordmg to the
deter mination of the will. ... Th e toil and the delay recommended by cntles .
ean be justly inte rpreted to mean DO more th an a card ul observation of the
inspired moments, and an art indal connection between their suu estions, by
the inte rmixture of conventio nal expressions; a necessity imposed br the
limitedness of the poetical faculty itsetr. ... Com positions so produced J.~e to
poetry what mosaic is to paio ting.16
A typically modern, ecmmon-sense compromise of sorts C1'O be found in the fOllr
following -dutiC$ - of the Classica l t tanelator, proposed by F'.L. Lucas: I I li e should aim
at giving sensitive readers - the same sort of pleasur e they would get from rea.ding the
origina l wit h a reasonable knowledge of classics." 2) He should be t rue to th e spirit and
personality of the au thor. 3) He should be f:l.itbrul to the spirit and at mosphere of th e
author's period. 4) He should aim Ior fidelity in detail and add nothing of his own to the
work.17
In the common par lance of t ranslat ion, one of the most unfortunate truisms is that
the liter ary t ranslato r usually has to choose between - faith ful ugliness and faithles.s
beaut y:- that is, be must decide whethe r his first duty is to the accur acy of mun ing or
to th e overall effect of the origina l work .18 For a translato r of Fau d , faced with
import ant decisions on the formal appea ran ce of the work, this cent ral problem means II
choice between prose and poet ry, the latter embracing the strictness or att empting to
reprodu ce original meters and line lengths, the unlim ited freedom to alter original forms
to English conventions, theatrica l purposes, ete., to mak e adapt:Ltions or
ltJpel'('y Bynhe Shelley, -A Dde lllt or Poelrl, · in J.H. Smith and E.W. Pa rks. eds., The Gtn ' Ct i tk ~
(New York: W.W. NortoDand CompaD1, Inc., 19321, pp. 678-79.
17r .L. LU(ll$. Greek Drama for tbe Commoll Reader (London: Cbatto and Winduft. 11167), pp. xiii- xiv.
l8For an ex(elleat bibliosraphl of historic quotationl aod aphorism. 0 11 trall slation, d . Reuben
A. Brnwer, ed., 0 11 Trallftlat ion ICambridlle, Man : HarYard Uniutli tl P, taS. 1~69 1 , pp. 271-93.
- Necbdichtungen," and, of course, m any cornhiaat ioaa of approaches. Here again,
opinions of knowledgeable wntees vary wildly and are sometimes contrad ictory: Goethe
himself praised the prose translations of Shakespeare by Wieland and Eschenbach and
thought prose could capture the essence of poetical works.19 Matthew Arnold, in his
famous essay "On Translating Hcmer, » usually argued for poetic tran slat ion, saying it is
more diWcult than prose but still desirable because the · matter· in podry cannot be
given wit hout some sense of its "mann er ," though he concluded it is pr obably best to
tran slate Faust "in prose only,- it being one of those great works "composed or parts so
dispara te tbat one translator is unlik ely to have the requisite gifts for poetically
rendering all or tbem.· Besides that, - Mr. Abraham Hayward's prose tran slation is
not likely to !'>e surpassed by any translation in verse.• 20 Perh aps Arnold would have
agreed to the prospect or a group translation or collaboration on Faust such as that
which prod uced the King James Bible, bu t he might not have consented to') AJfred Ames'
suggestion of making a mosaic of the best passages from English translati ons or Faust
with the help of a computer.21 In an area where agreement is rare, most t ranslators
believe in the importan ce or a homogen eous version (d ifficult with more than a pair of
translato rs) that sings with a distinct "voice," either in pccery or pr ose, since the
translat ion of the poem involves, first and foremost, an interpretati on and a synthesis of
its parts to effect a unified recreation in t he medium of the target languag e.
10J.W. vee Goethe, Dichtunl ond Wabrhei t . III, II. in~, vel. 9 (Hambu rg: CbristiJ.n
WegDer Verlag, 1057), p. 403. However , cr. alllOp. 13.
20Matt hew Arnold, 00 T ranslating Homer (New York: AMSP ress, 1971), p. 114 aed p. 128.
21Alfred Ames, "Scme Eoglish Mosaics from Faust,· Monatshefte riir Deutschen Unte rricht , vel. 20, 00.
G (Mad isoD ~ Uoiyel'5ity of Wisconsio P,esS, 1937), pp. 266-271. For all interesting reply cr. Heinrich Heeel.
"Fausto-Tl ansla tions and Fausto-Mosaics. A Reply to Amel ," MonatsheUe rur Oeut~ beD UnterricM, vel.
30, no. 2 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Pre55, 1038). pp. 71-79. Hereaft er ti led as Heinrk h l leeel,
"Fnulto-Mosaiu ."
Thus the tr anslator of Faus! is especially stricken by the dilemma of - r:d t hh'~~
beauty - in mete rs and verse forms or by - faithful ugliness- in bare prose, Th ose of till'
prose schoo l cla im it offers the only genu ine hope for the necessar y compromise or
pu ttin g th e wor k into English, since the more exaefing st andards of pro se eusur e a
r igorous fid elity to the meaning , and the business of sea rching for rhym es inevitabl y
sacrifices much of the "sense" to th e "sound; " the pr oponents of poeti c t ranslation
main tain th e ess ence or spirit of any po em is ent irely de termined by th e sound and
metrical a rrangement of the words, and to change a passage of poetry into prose, eV{'D of
th e same languag e, is to destr oy its identity as a.poem:
In t rnnslatin g a lyric from one lan guage to another, not only the se nse but
a lso the rhythmic movement , sta nza ic str uct ure, a nd, as far as possible , t he
rhy me sche me mus t be preser ved. If th ese essentials of form arc change d, the
prod uct may be a good poem, but it is not a t ranslation or the originll.l.::!2
Northrop Fr ye h as also ar gued convinci ngly tha t the so und-associntions o f any text,
eit her poe ti c or prosaic, are essential to th e buildi ng up of the appropr ia te "linguistic
response- to it : it is, tor example, the pr int ing of verses in separate pa ragra phs that gives
the Bible its - rhythmi cally discontin uous qua lity , be tween poetry and prose
conne cted with the par-atact lcal st ruc tu re or Hebs ew,» showing the int imate connection
between the sheer - look- and sound or So wri tt en t ext and ultimate responses to it.23
The main argument against prose tran slation or poet ry is, therefor e , that the
reader's pl easur e is lessened and ofte n destro yed , as Fau st transla tor Jean Mulepla tc
obse rves:
22Alfred Ames, -Some Enr;lisb Mosaic! from Faust,- Monal!htftt' fiir Dtut~chen Unterricbt, vol.29, DO.
6 {Madison: Ufliver!ity ofWisconsinP,eBS, 1037l, p. 211.
23Nortbrop Frye, TheGreat Code [Tcrcete: Acad>'!mic PeeseCanada, 1081). p. 207.
... die Verse in einem poctischen Werk [sind] aicht nur hinsichtlich ihrer
pnrrdren Bedeutung zu betracbteu ... Sie bilden vielmehr elne polypbonische
Strukt ur, in welcher eine besondere Auswabl der Worte, der Plat z derselben,
ihre Klaug farb e und ihr gegenseltiges Ton verhiiltnis gemeinsam mit ibm
eigemlicbea Bedeutung auf den Leser oder Horer wirken . 2~
Since Faust is so obviously not merely a philosophical tr eat ise or a straightforward
narrative, a verse t ranslation seems to be the only way of preserving at least some of its
original quality and transferring some of the work's original pleasures into English.
Logically, a poet should be the ideal wcrd-smltb to rind suitable English forms and
verses, and tbere bas been a good deal of professional contempt in Faust criticism about
the necessity of Faust tr anslators being poets, to do justice to the work. :!il Yet this has
not been the legacy of our Faust translations: Shelley's tr anslations, t hough resplenden t ,
are fragments and unabashed "Nachdiehtungen," and wbile lesser poets like Bayard
Taylor , Louis MacNiece, Rand all Jarr el, a.F. MacIntyre and Barker Fairley have
produced versions or Faust, they are all or uneven quality (perhaps the most fruitf lll
arra ngement Cora tr anslation pairs a scholar of the work 's source tongue with a skilled
writer of the targ et language, as evidenced by the excellent collaborat ions on several
translationsof sacred Indian writings).26
Any decision about prose or verse appr oaches, or indeed any qualitative
judgements of Faust transl ations, must be based on concrete examples, so it is essential
24JeaDMalaplate, ' Zut Problematik der UbersetzulIg Gceth eseber Poesie ins Ftanz &isebe: Faull I and
fl ,' leeture gi" en at tbe 69th meeting of the Goethe Sode ty, Weimar , work-group G, 19Sil.
25Cf• DavidBall, "Oil TU llslating,· p. 29, Heillrkh Henel, "Faust-Mosak s," p. 77, and Paul Wermuth ,
Bara rd Taylor (New TwayDe Publishers, 1973), p. 159.
26Cf. W.B. Yeat s aed s bree Purohit Swami, tr anslators , The Ten Principal Upanishads (London: Fa ber
and Fab er, 19~7), and Swami PrabbavanaDda aDd Cbristopher 15berwood, tr anslators, The Song of God:
Bbagavad_Gita (New York: Mentor Books, HI72).
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to go to the works and sec how tran slators have fat ed. It snail be seen that most major
translat ions of Faust are made up of variously successful and unsuccessful passages, lind
leek in tala a qualit y we shall call " poetic faithCulness.· A tr anslation faithful to t he
pcetry-. the sum tot al of essent ial emotions, associatio ns, responses, and elleeta of th e
work in the original lenguege- should be a largely uninterrup ted experience, written in
idiomatic English with a sustained senseof assurance and skill [i.e. Dathing amiss)in the
rete lling, and fidelity in the highest possible degree to the for m and content of the
original Th is latter degree of "physical" fidelity is the content ious area where the
intuition of the translator (and the critic) is most acutely involved and where he should
strive at ail times for the best eomprebensicn and subsequent reformulation or the podi~
essence of the passage, even at the expense of strictly formal imitation in the target
language. Bearing in mind that the reader neither forgets he is reading a recreation nor
expects it to truly equal the force of the original, be should nonethelessreasonably expect
the translation to he readable and not continually impaired by the typical signsof poetle
unfaithfulness- unnecessary anachronism, obvious line-padding, and unengtish-eounding
constructions and rhythms, a.1Iof which stem trom lapses of taste or skill, or from a
sycophantic devotion to the mechanics and not the poetry:
The length, movement, and rhyme of Goethe's lines serve a definite purpose,
they are not there for their own sakes, hut to express something. The
translator's task and duty are to produce, as nearly as possible, the poetic
effect, not the same meter.27
It is important to clarity exactlywhat is meant here by "poetie" and by -faithful,·
beginning with the laUer. It goeswithout saying that a high degreeof accuracy, both to
27Hdnrich Henel, "Faust-Mosaics," p. 73.
11
the physical Iacts of form and content and to the historical details and background, is
necessary to a translation of any great work, but particularly to Faus t. In his
comprehensive study of Goethe's works, especially Faust, Wilhelm Emrich has shown in
great det ail:
da" es bel Goethe ein stre ng gesetalich in sich zusammenhiingendes,
dutch sein Gesamtwerk vom Stu rm lind Orang bis zur Spatk leseik sich
entwickelndes Ceruge von Syrnbclen gibt, des siimtlichc Gestalten und
Problemkreiseder Faust Il-w elt bereltevorgeforrnt in sich ent hilt .':!8
Thus any translator of Faust who does not steep himself in this great universe of
recurr ing symbols and motirs, who does not acquaint himself with Goethe 's own
compelling thoughts on poet ry and aest hetics, or who neglects to consult many sources of
philosophy, et ymology, prosody, and eighteenth century vocab ulary, will be unable to
communicate a full understa nding of the "Inhalt" or content in Faust , and his
translation sha ll be correspon dingly inaccurate. Still, it is importan t not to equate this
kind of inaccuracy wlth ultimate unfaithrulness to the "poetry· or the work: obviously, a
t rans lato r should Dot lengthen or shorte n any text, even for the sake of clari ty , and he
,
should be mindful of Stua rt Atktne' advice Dot to make any poem more or less
"difficult" in tra nslatio n than it was in the originalj29 but we shall see examples in the
quoted passages from Faus! showing that th is kind of textual accuracy can become a
kind of stra it--jacketing pedant ry, which constricts the text in its zeal to enha nce and
elucidate, and therefore poses its own obsta cles to an unha mpered readi ng of the work. It
shall also be seen that small inaccuracies which so offend the specialist usually do lar less
28Wilbelm Emrich, DieSymbolik von Faust 1I: Sino lind Vorrormeo (Boon: Atbeuaum. Verlag , 1957), p.
s,
20Atkio5,'Fl1 u~ 1 aut Eogliu b," p. 265.
12
harm th an unna tu ralness of expr ession and faultiness orrhy thm , for it is a fait hfulness to
the overa ll poetic effed of the work, embracin g all the physical and bleton ce t Iacts of
Faust , which must be sought iethe t ranslat ion is to find 11 convincing borne in the new
med ium of En glish .
Since the · poetic· half of our formulation begs the question a lit tle, a eertnin
limitation to all such estimates must be adm itt ed , and an apology for its necessary
eluslveaers must be made. Offer ing a. more precise ya rdstic k Of "golden mea n- for
mea:-l\lriDg poet ry , original or translat ed . is ext remely dilricult and probably Cutile.
Mathew Arnold proposed his famous "touchstones" for great poetr y, suggesti ng one
might avoid the Callacies oCthe "histor ic" or the merely "persona]" est imat e end arr ive
at a t ru e app reci at ion of verses by com paring th em to examp les of acknowledge d
grea tness :
Indeed there can be no more useful help for discoveri ng what poet ry belongs
to the class of the tru ly exce llent than to have always in one's mind lines
and express ions of the great mas ters, and apply th em as touchstones to other
poetry. or course we are not to require this ot her poet ry to resemble them.
Bu t if we have any tact at a ll we sha ll rind them an invaluable touchstone
for detectin g the presence or absence of high poetic quality , and also the
degree of this quality .3o
A.E. Housman, insisting that poet ry should be "more physical th an intellectual," gave a
pract ical test : if one repea ts a line of true poetr y silently to onese lf while sha ving, the
hairs on one's chin bristle or, alte rnatively, one feels akin to th e fam ous phrase of Keats,
"everyth ing tha t reminds me of her goes through me like a spea rj_31 Robert Gra.ves also
30Mattbew Arnold, "Tbe StQdy otPoetry, " ill J .H. Smith and E.W. Pa rkl, ede.,~ (New
Yor k: W.W. Norton a nd Company, Iee ., 1932), p, 630.
3IA.E. Housman, in R. Ellman and R. O'Clair, ede., Tbe Norton AntbololY or Modern Poetry (W.W.
Nort on and Company, Iee., 1973). p. 97.
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sug gests th at. h ue poet ry or "Muse Poetry ,- dist ingu ished (rom "A pollonian poetry ·
composed with conscious knowledge of rheto r ic, prosody , and Classical examp le, is best
teste d by its physical effect on readers, which is · what the French call / risBon, and what
the Scots ca ll a - grue- - meanin g a shudder provoked by (earful or supernatural
experiences; . 32 while T .S. Eliot den ied the poss ibility of defining or meas uring poet ry :\t
all:
I pre fer not to define, or to test , poetry by any means of specu lation ab out
its origins; you cannot find ll. sure test Ior poetry , a test by which you may
disting uish between poet ry and mere good verse, by rererenee to its puta tive
antecedents in the mind of the poet. ·~
Goethe 's own ideas about poetry stayed remarkably consistent throughout his long
lite in the art and it is the above ment ioned passage trom Dkh tung und Wahrheit that is
of particu lar interest to the translator or Fausl:
lch ehre den Rhythmus wie den Reim, wodurch Pcesie erst zu Poeele wlrd,
aber das eigent lich tiel uod griio dlich w lrkseme, das wahrhalt Ausbildende
und Fbrdernde ist desjenige, was vom Dichter uhrig bleibt, wenn er in P rcsa
Iibersetat wird.34
Whilst the passage reiterates Goet he's love or the concret e and his notion of poetry as a
living, tangible eotity , we should oot conclude Irom it that Faust can, with the master's
blessing, best be translated and lelt in prose; r ather, we shall see that unless a t ranslator
r1lUY understands and subsumes tbis poet ic esse nce ot "was vom Dicht er ubrig bleibt·
and t hen brings to beat all his sebclestic, linguistic, and poetic skill on th e task 01
32nobut Grave!, -The Dedicat ed Pot t ,- in On P ot t ry: Collected Talks and Essays (New York.:
Doubleday and CompaDY, Iae., J9fj9), p. 286.
33T.S. Eliot, The Use or Pottry and The Use of Criticism (London:Faber and Fa ber, UI64), p. 140.
34J.W. vee Goethe, DichttiDS Dnd Wahrheit III, 11, in Goethes Werkt, vel. 0 (Hamburg: Chri5tiaD
Wegner Verlag, 1957}, p. 4g3.
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recreat ing th e poet ic effect of Fauet in Eng lish , th e tran slat ion will be lacking and will
have fallen short of the high, perhaps barely attainable goal of poetic faitbfulnC'SS. Thu s
we shall see thaL Goethe's ewe ideas in this case mi!;ht be of limited pra ct ical use to the
wor king t raDslator -athi.~. t,'wbo hu -th! obligat io n nOl ju st. of dist illing rhe essence from
anot her 's poem but of using all the resources of the ta rget l an~age to eommunieete the
body and navonr of the origin !.
Legitima te criticism of tra nslated poet ry ca n, of course, be just as lnctrebte and
d ifficu lt to object ify, thoug h certain common-sense points suggest themselves: an English
language translat or of Faust cannot be expected to maintain a. consta nt - grue- in his
readers -- especially since th e origina l does not -- nor should he be constantly shackled to
th e touchstone 01 the original by excessive comparison with its lines. Indeed, once we
have decided tbe translato r has properly understood the - inrormation- oCthe text , has
digested the period of the work down to the la.st word, and bas achieved a convincing
reformulation or its genera l tone and poetic errect , we must agree with Peter Newmark
that II. good deal or subject ivity is inevitable in judging degrees or poetic Iaithfulneee or
any other high standa rds or literary translation:
After mist akes bave been - proved- by reference to eneyelcpaed ias and
dictionaries. experts bs ve to rely on t heir intuition and taste in preteeriug one
or two or three good t ransla.tions of a sentence or paragraph. T heir final choice
at this level is as subjective as th e tra nsla.tor's choice of words, but tbey must
be ready to give reasons for th eir choice. ... Th e experts, t he th ird readers,
herve to decide intu it ively whether the text is natur al. ... In th e case of
expressive writing the criterion is: -W ould he write tba t1-35
The method of comparat ive study chosen here is th at of a - passage- st udy, in
which one excerpt trom each of six cboeen scenes trom FaU4l shall be given by rive
35Pt l tr Nt wm:ull:. Approaches to Tu nlat ioll (Oxford: Pt rl amoll Pru s, 1'181), p. 18.
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translators. Each of the six chapters is devoted to a scene and follows a regular
prese ntation lorm at: COt exam ple, Cha pte r n or "Prolog im Himmel- begins with the
chosen passage (lines 243-270) in the original Germa n, followed by a short intr oduction
to it out lining its essen tia l import and specific translational problems, and then versions
of the passage (rom our rive t ranslators, wit h each quoted passage followed by a brief
discussion of its part icular quality and general success or failure in achieving poet ic
faithfulness. Th e six scenes from Faust I are chosen, within th e scope of the stu dy, both
to give some sense of th e ent ire Faus l dr am a. and to show the widest possible range of
styles, poetic forms, and challenges faced by the translato r. The passages are: the
- Zueignung,· with its formal structure and nostalgic, lyrical mood; the Archa.ngel Hymn
of th e "Prclcg im Himmcl,· with its eth ereal atmosphe re and dilficult feminine endings;
lines 386-409 of · Nacht ,· writ ten in [(nittelverse with a sharp contrast in the last twelve
lines; the famous song of "Gr etcbens Stu be,· with its two-stress iambic lines and
quintesse ntia lly German syntax; lines 4128-4143 oC · Walpur gisnacbt ,· wit h a ribald
exchange between Faust , Mephistopheles, and the two witches. in Faus tverse; and the
intens ely emotional opening th irty-two lines ot "Truber T ag, · writt en in - Bturm und
Drang " prose.
T he five tran slations have been chosen as modern representa tives Cram the thr ee
broad categories of prose, adaptation or "Nechdlcbtung ;" and original meters
translat ion, which have all been granted critica l acclaim, influence upon other Fau st
tra nslators, or repeated print ingg in several editions - in short , they are th e best English
versions of Faust our aforementioned under graduate is likely to come across. In their
order of appearance in the st udy, the tr anslat ors are: 1) Bayard Taylor (1825-78). a
l'
scholar-pod squartl y of the nineteenth century, who did the first major English version
of Faud 1 in original meters ( i81l) , which bad great larlueaee on subsequent translat ions
and on American letters in general. 2) Walter Arndt (1916--1. wbc, durIng a varied eaeeer
as diplomat , press corresponde nt, and professor or languges, carries 011 from Tal lor by
aUemptin g to reproduce Goet he's original meters, with the added touch of infusint th e
English version wherever possible with "Goethiao" enerKY and vibrance. 3) Waller
Kaufmann (1925-), a professor of philosophy and writer on literature, religion, :Lnd
general intellectu al history, wh o strives to stay as dose as possible to the original verse
but allows for alterations of line-length when German meters make no sense in English.
4) John Prudhoe, a professor or drama, whose tra nslation of Faust is a perfcrm euec
version adapted to enhance its stage-worth iness and to elucidate its many obscure
allusions to an Engliso·speaki ng audience. 5) Darker Fairley (I881-l085), tho! pod,
painter, and noted Goet he scbolar, who has writte n with authority on Goethe's poet ry
but has produced a prose tra nslation thd endeavo urs to transfer t he poet 's meaning
wholly into modern, idiomatic Engtisb.
The lirnitaticns or anr such passage study are immediate . One obviously cannot
gil'e the Iull erred or a Fau" tr anslat ion Irom brier excerpts, yet the chosen ~tions are
key moments which orrer lIOmet bing or the drama's scope and show a fair erose-section or
a translato r's ability to handle import ant passages or quill.' vary:ng style and weight, for
th e original itaell is an extrao rdinarily layered work, with many unified but largely
independent scenes or contrastin g poetic qualities. It is tr ue that th e excerpts are all Irom
P art I and no student or Fatlst needs to be reminded of t he import ance of Pert U by
Harry Levin's jaded remark, - F aust need scarcely have invoked the cosmos to seduce a
17
native girl; ·36 but Part I is rea lly the only logical place to sta rt in a study of this scope
intended for the general reader of Faus t in English. Part I sets the machinery of the
Fa ust problem in motion, it poses a wide array of dramatic and tr anslational diff lcultles,
Part n notwithstan ding, and it is the natural place for our harr ied undergrad uate to
begin, as it is simply the part of Faust most often staged and read.3t Fina lly, since
critics of tr anslations are notorious beckmessere, prone to much unfair niggling end
finger-point ing in the ir disappointment at the sight of beloved foreign works in dowdy
new garme nts, every attempt shall be made to allow the tra nslated passages their chance
at A. fresh recreat ion of the poetr y, without undue cavilling at minor details or yoking to
the original lines, and Northrop Frye's observation that every tr anslation must be a.
"miracle of tact - shall be taken to heart as good advice for the critic.38
36Harry Levin, ' Faust st ill Striving and Stray iDK, · New York R~view or Books Nov. 1976 , p. 14. cr.
George O'DoDDell, Sir Theodore Mart in and his Tr anslacion or Goethe's Faust , DiM. (New Haven, CODD.:
Princeton UniversiCyPress, 1( 21), p. 213.
37Tb~ is also SbOWll in reeent , respectabl e publicat ioll5 and reprints or P art I in t ranslatio n. cr. J.W.
VOD Goetht , Faust Part ODe, traos. David Luke (Oxlord: Oxford Univtr sity Pr l!5s, 1987), and J.W. VOD
Goethe, Faust: a Tra!iedy. t r'ilDS. Stuar t Atkins (Cam bridge, M:alIs.: Subrkamp/ lDlt l PublieatioD6, Doston,
1083).
a8Nortbrop FrYl!,~(Toronto: Acadl!mie Preh Canada , 1(81), p. 4.
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Ch apter I: ZUEI G NUNG
Ibr Dabt eucb wleder , ecbwankeude Gestalten,
Die frub sich einst dem lruben Blick gezeigt ,
veee ucb ' ich wohl, euch diesrnal Iestzuhalten!
Fiihl' ieh rnein Her a noch jenem Wabn gcneigt!
Ihr drangt curb eu! nun gut , so mogt ibr walten,
Wie ihr aus DUDst und Nebel urn mich steigt;
Mein Busen ruhIl slen jugendlich erschiittert
Vom Zauberb auch, der euren Zug umwitt ert .
Ibr br ingt mit euch die Bilder Iroher Tage,
VDd manche liebe Schatten steigen auf;
Gleich einer etten, halbverklungnen Sage
kommt erste Lieb' und Freundsehart mit hetauf
Dee Schmerz wird neu, es wiederholt die Klage
Des Lebens labyrin thisch ir ren Leuf,
Und nennt die Gu ten, die, urn scbdne St unden
Vom GlUck gelausch t , vor mit hlnwegges chwunden.
Sic horen nieht die folgenden Gesiinge,
Die Seelen, denen ieh die erste n sang;
Zerstoben ist des Ireundllche Gedriinge ,
Verk lungen , aeb! des erste wideeklae g.
Mein Leid ertOnt der unbekau nten Menge,
lbr BeHaUselbet meeht meinem Heezcn bang,
Und was sich sonst an meinem Lied erfreuet ,
w enn es nocb lebt . irrt in der Welt eetst reue t .
Und mich ergreiCt ein Hingst entwchntes Sehnen
Nach je nem stillen, ernste n Gelste rreich,
Es sch webet OUD in uohestimmt eo To nen
Mein liepelnd Lied, der Aolsharfe gleich,
Ein Schauer fapt mich, Tr ane folgt den Trenen,
Dee st renge Herz , es CUbit sich mild und welch;
Was Icb besitze, sell' ich wie im Weiten,
Und was versebwand, wird mir ru Wirkli ehkeiten.3'.l
39Jobarlll WolrgaDg Vall Goetbe, Fau~t tine Tru M it , ill Goet be5 We,h , Erich T IIIIU , ed. vol. 3
(Hamburg : Christian Wegner Verlag , 19571, P,g, Herearter cited a& Goet he, Faust.
,.
Th e · Zueignung- is an apcet rcpbe and also a kind or occasional poem, composed
at the pro mpti ng ot Schiller in lat e JUDe of 1797. Apar t Irom intermiUent ertorts in liBS
and 1780 to prepa re the play for publication as Fou,' : EaR Fragment (1;00) , over
twenty years bad passed since Goeth e had composed whet is now called the Urfaud
(1;75) , and the four elegiac sta nz8.1of the · Zue i~u Dg· spell out the mood of the matu re
poet as be encounters the early manuscrip ts and resolves to take up the thread of his
inte rru pte d work. Alth ough th e complete d Fa old bears no lormal dedication to a specific
person or group. the second and th ird sta nzas of the · Zueignung,· parti cularly linee
17-20, clearl y pay fond tribute to the friends of bis youth who encouraged his early
CcrOfts. Faust commentators since H. Duntae r and W. AtJmann have genera lly concluded
the crux oCthe · Zueignung· lies in Goethe's realization that his Faus t "jel zt nicht mehr
einem rreub egeietertea Freundeekree , sondern dem ... kalten Publikum ertbue, . 40 and
their case is st rengthe ned by th e Camous lette r to Wilhelm VOn Humboldt or March 17,
1832, in which Goethe writes:
Es sind iiber seehelg Jah re, datJ die Koozeption des Faull bel rnir jugendlieh
voo vern e herein kiM, die gaue Reibeafolge bin wenlgee ausriihrlich vorlag.
... Gaoz oboe Fra ge wiird ' es mit unendliebe Freude meehee , rneiuen wen en,
durchaus danlr:har anerkao nteo , weitv erteilt en Fr eund eo eueb bei Lebeeiten
diese sehr emsten Seberae au widmeo, mitzuteilen und ihre Erwidcrung IU
veroehme n.41
T here are other inte resting not ions of the · Zueignung· 's ult imat e sources and origins
(including ODe tha t it is a dedication to F. M. Klinger, the remembr ance of whom wes
40W. A/Jmaao, · Zu Goet bn F'aUftt ,· Ar<:hiv riir das Sludium del beuelell Sp r:l,chell und Literatu re" .
Vol. 9 (BrauluchweiA. 18511. p. 287.
H LetLer to Wilhelm VOD Humboldt,~, Yol. 4 (HamburA: Christian Wei ner Vedal, 11l87J,
p. 481. Hereaftu dted all Goethe, Drieft'.
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occasio ned by Goethe being mistaken for bim by a beaut iful woman) ,-t2 b ut , essentially I
the · Zueignung - migbt best be considered a kind of personal dedicatio n or th e poet to
the t he me that occupied bim most of his Jong lire.
Goe the rema ined, of course, first and foremost a lyric poet . and his use of a
subjective, lyrical vein for tbe first of his thr ee preludes or introduclions to the Fa",t
drama is ent ire ly appropr iate . Cboosi ng the for m of the oltava rima , 3. kind of sonnet
derived from Italian romances and usually associate d with rellect tve, melaneboly moods,
Goeth e uses no iambic pentame ter interspersed with trochees and anapests. and divides
eac h of the "tanze into a group of eight rive-beat iambic lines, woven to ge ther in the
followin g rhyme sequence: abababcc. Th e language of the -Zueignung- is essen tially
simple and unde rstated, t hough Goe the's command of dicti on is omnipresent , as in tbe
evocative - Zauher hauch ... umwluert " (line 8) an d the - OUDst und Nebel - (line 6), a
tr ope called hendiadys, which suggests both th e dim perceptions of the poet and the
- mists - of obscu rity end superstition enve loping the llge of the Faust dra ma to come.4J
Pr oh bly the best examp le of this sub tlety is the first couplet which, as demo nstrated by
Juli us Fran l SchUh in his excellent app reciat ion of Goethe' s verse, is a forbidding t est of
a tran sla tor 's skill :
1m Hohepunkt dee ereteu v ersaetle - - wieder - - ste ht ..Is bellster Abent des
- i;- es ist unendlich welch ein geleltet, du rch d ee -w,- es ist verlingern d, gerne
Iestgeheltee, - ie,- ea ist welch un d behutsam ecueeec, Dieht nu r dur cb dee
42H• o1 Peucb, · Wtn b es Icbt , irrt el ill del Wel~ te tlt reul ,· N.r. d~ J3.hrbuch, dn
Goet be.Ge le llR baft , 1'01. 28 (Weimar, 19M ), p. 319. cr. also Juliul Frail Schutz , -W ortkunl l uod
Kl311lbau in Bei,pielelll au, Godbel FaUll ,· ill J. F. Scbut t and otben, J:'lhr du Ehrfurcbt (Gr n and
Viebll.: Leyba.m Verla! , 1949), p . 19.
•3et. lett er to Scbiller, Jlllle 22, 1791; · Uoser lhllach:llltudillm ht micb wieder auf dinn DUb, t- uad
Nebelwe! l ebracht , und di~ Urn$t .lId~ ratea mir .. etee Zeit(ul darall( b.erum 111 irren ." III Coeth ,
Briere, ee l. 2, p. 280.
2 1
-d,· son dem dutch die gaoze zweite Silbe in der dee tcnl ose, Iarblosc -c· de r n
·f·des Abscblusses jede Harte nimmt . Dieses · wieder· ist sehr geliebt, dlcse
Gestalten sind ersehut .•.. Dns ers te Wort -lh r· ist wie ein Aurreheen nus de r
Ruhe des Alt ers, wenn gleich noch unbetont , well erst ellmablich die Wertung
der E rscheinung eintr itt. Abet immerbin , an den belden - i- Wortern tuht
alles, es kooote abgekurzt aucb cin Ausruf seiu: -I br- wieder · ... . Die ers tc
Zeite cnth il l aile seeliscben Themen der · Zueignung,· ja des ganzon - Faust -
in ihr en Klangb ildern.4.4
Th e faithful translator must , then , somehow communicate a combination of fond
nostalg ia ab c. eager, uncertain expect ancy, susta in a convincingly th ough unobtrusively
"personal" to ne, and show a command or pr osody app roaching Goethe in subtlety and
ju diciousness.
44Julius Fr aol Scbutl , · WortkuQst uod Klao&bau in Beispieleo I US Goethe! Fa ltll, · in J. F . Scbutt
and others, Ja hr der Ehrfurcht (Gral , Vieou: LeybaID Verlll, Hl4'~l, pp. 1~20 .
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DEDI CATION
A gain ye come, ye hovering Form s! I rind you,
as eatly t o my cloud ed sight ye shone!
S '!ull I attempt, th is once, to seize and bind yOl11
Still o'er my heart is that illus ion thr own!
Y e crowd more near! Well t he n, be power assigned you
to sway m e trom your misty , sbadowy zone!
M y bosom thr;'ls, by youthrul passion shaken
th at magic breezes round your march awaken.
or joyous days yebri ng th e blissful vision,
th e dear , familia r phantoms rise again,
a nd, like an old and rarely sung tradition,
Firs t Lov e returns with F riendship in his t ra in;
r enewed is pai n: witb mou rnful repeti tion
is tracked lire's devious, labyrinthine chain,••
n amed ar e the Good whose che ating fortune tore them
trorn hap piness and lett me to deplore them.
Th ey hear no longer these succeeding measur es,
th e souls to whom I earlier cantos sang:
di spersed the friendly troop wit h all its pleasures,
an d still, a las! the echoes firs t that rang!
I bring the unknown multit ude my sorrows-
th eir very plaudits give my hear t a pang-·
and those beside, to whom my Song has matt ered,
if still they live, wide through the world are scatte red.
T here gras ps me now a long-un wonted yearning
for that serene and solemn Spirit-Land;
m y song, to faint Aeolian murmurs turning,
sways like a harp str ing by airy whispers fanned.
I thrill and tremble; tear on tear is burning;
an d the s tern heart is tende rly unmanned:
wha t I possess, [ see tar distant lying,
an d what is lost grows real and undying.45
45J.W• VOD Goet be, Fa ust: Part One. trans. Bayard Taylor (New York: Collier Books, 1063). p. 42.
Hereafter cited as Faod , t raoa. Taylor.
Bayard T aylor's Fault tran slation (18711was the first succt'S5M attempt 3t a VCf'M!
translation in original meters, and it sat isfied readers and set the st andard of F",'"
translat ions for genera tions t hereafier.48 From a strictly technical point of view T aylor's
achievement is considerable, for he does preserve Goethe's meters, with only sligbt
L variations, a.nd captllres much or the rigbt at mosphere and tem po. Unfortunately, the
translation bears out th e cbserv etioe t hat d mesterworks grow in time, translat ions age,
and t he sta le odour or Victorian - poesy- hanging about almost e'fery line is likely the
result of Taylor's struggling to reproduce Goethe 's original meter s. The persistent -yt-
of the first two stanzas is, accord ing to one's taste , quaint, noble, or simply orr-putt ing to
modern ears (especially in the vocative of "ye hovering Forms- in line I ], but there arc
some Iar more serious problems: line 3, for example, witb " to seize and bind you-
provides a brutal and misleadi ng substitute for - rest zubalten,- and line 5 with "be
power a.o,signed yOU " is tbe first sign of tbe strain to conform to Goet he's feminine
rhr mee. Similarly, line 22 witb - give my heart a pan, - and line 25 with "long-unwonted
yearning- are examples of tra nslations which pbysically resemble the c rigiml l -m :acht
meinem Henen blUg- and - li ngst entwobntes Sebnen-) but sound completely boose h
and lack-lustre in Eng lish. There are also some eurjous laee eureeles, such as the
substitution of - awaken- Icr - urnwill ert - in line 8, the synt.:l.c tical confusion caused by
the inversion of lines 7 and 8, and t be questionab le departu re in line 16 from the
origina.l's "vor mir hinweggeecbwundea . - Taylor 's most painful lapses occur in the final
4aray lor actua.lly worked Item all u rly a tt~mpt ill oris inl meters emitled Fll\l~t: A Tu d!:f'dI , tt .
Cbarle. T, Frooks (B05toD: Tiehor aDd Field. , 1856). Cf. allo Julian H~bU, Bau rd T n lo, '11
T ran,ra lioll or Go>f'tbe', Fa lli t lNew Yort : Coillmhia UlliTert ily P re' l , 1'iJ08),lid Adolf lllium Fr~ntl ,
H~ lf a.Hlli dred Tbralls to FlU' ICbape! Hill: Unifeflity of North Carotin Peess, 1949), pp. 1~166.
2.
feet of rhyming couplets, orten bringing otherwise successful lines to a. sad end: lines 2
and 4, and the ' ranned' and - tenderly unmahned' of lines 28 and 30 are examples of
this. Thus de!lpite some happy moments, such a.s lines 10-13, line 10, and a good final
eouplet, T aylor's rendition of the ' Zueir;nuog
'
bas Dot grown old as gJ'lLCeJully as his
beloved original, IS it is marred by a long out-dated poet ic dict iott and by m:t.ny
unsueeessful att empts to reproduc e Goethe 's meters.
47J.W, von Goethe, Faust A Trutdr , trans. Walttr Arndt [New York: W,W. Norton and Company,
In c. , 1976 ), p. I, Htrtarttr ci ttd 3ll~, tran!,Arnd t,
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Dedication
Once more you near me, wavering apparitions
That early showed before the tur bid gaze.
Will now I seek to grant you definition ,
My heart essay ag:lin t he former daze?
You press me! Well, I yield to )'OU1 peti tion ,
A1l all around, you rise from mist and haze;
What wafts about your train witb magic glamor
Is quickening my breast to youthful tremor.
You conjure up delight ful days and places,
And there ascends so many a cherished shade;
Like an old legend's hell-lcrgottea graces,
First love's and friendship's echoesare replayed;
Old grief revives, a mournful plaint retr aces
Lire's labyrinthin e and erratic gait,
And names the dear ones who, by fortune cheated
orblissful hour s, before me have ret reat ed.
They do oot list en to the later cantos ,
The souls to whom I a lice intoned the first ;
Long waned tho se early echoes and mementos,
The friendly mult itud e, alas, d ispersed .
Indiffer ent ears my song of sorrow ent ers,
Their very pr aises weigh upon my beart,
And tb ose my lyre might still have pleased and Ilattered,
U Jivir.;r yet , are swept abroad and scatt ered.
And I am seized by long-unwonted yea rning
For that domain of spirits calm and grav e,
To tenuous Dotes my lisping song is turnin g,
Like Aeol's har p it ritru lly would wave,
A shudder grips me, tear on te ar is burnin g,
Witb softening balm the somber heart th ey lave;
Wbat I possess I see as from a distance,
And what has past , to me becomes existence.47
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T he task of a new transla tor lor Faust) is to be. on the one hand, more
Goct hean t han the ma ny versions which abandon th e original roe some verba l
vehicle more congenial to the tr anslator than to the poet, ostensibly smarter ,
racier , mot e - English;· and for a line with enough bumps and pot-holes in it
to keep the passenger on his toes and feeling Modern. T his is easy. But it is
also his task to produce a tra nslation which improves on more Icrm-respecting
versions by attai ning a higher fidelity over both long and short run; following
the met tles with less shirking of the musically indispcnsiblc feminine rh )'mc~;
mai nta ining a fresher diction, but with the original's quot a of uccc-S:lf Y
archa isms; and reaching a higher poetic level without smoothing or prelli fying
the original. Th is is more difficult, but not beyond reach.48
For all his laudable intentions and "mole-like researches over the weary yea rs,"
Walt er Arndt's translation st ill poses some barriers to an unencumbered reading of Faust
in English. His rendering of the "Zueignung" has a bigh-souuding, slightly pompous ring
abou t it which does not well serve th e more subdued shades of th e original, and draws
attention to itself. T his is due, first of all, to Arndt 's choice of words, which includes the
following: - appar itions" for "Gestalten," "daze" for "Wahn," the gaudy " magic
glamor " for "Zeuberhauch.s th e inexplicit. "cherished shades" for "Hebe Seheuen,"
"intoned" for "sang," and "lave" of line 30. Th e structura l departures from the original,
such as the rhetor ical inversions of lines 7-8 and l5-16 (except for "r etreated ") and lines
lO·:W are skilfully handled, but once aga in the over-all eUeet is of a self-consciously
"poet ic" sty le where the origina l is usually simple, understa ted, and st raightfc rward e - as
in lines 4, 8, 18, and 30.
Arndt 's desire to produce 'lot a s target-cr leuted s but D. "base-oriented- transla tion
that t ransmits the original "grandeur and magic of the language alone" seems to be
48Walter Arlldt, "Tratlslatilll F4U~t , · ill Johaull Wolfgang 'fnn Goethl!, Fau st: a Traq-.dy. traDS.
Waltl!r Arndt, ed. Cyrus Hamlin (Ni!wYork:W. W. Nortoll I DdCompany , 1976), p. 356.
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intruding in his · Zueign\lng,· ~11 and one sees his skilful craftsmanship and happi est
moments ja rred by heavy-handedness and questionable taste: lines 9· 12, for example,
show considerable ingenuit y but are ruined by the aforementioned "cherished shade"
and by the jinglbg allitera tion ct -deligbetul day s;" the rhetorical rearran ging or lincs
10-20 does not enhance the poetry of the original t" verklungen, ech, dcr erste
Widerklang' ) and the addition of "mementos' in line 10 to facilitat e the "ai -rh yme
with ' cantos' and the half-rhyme with "enters- shows a rough seam in Arnd t's
versification and strengt hens the latin beat introduced by "cantos." Most unfortun ately,
this same line 21 has the novel and interesting ' song of sorrow' enter ing - indirrerent
ears ' {a misleadin g version of "un bekannt e Menge,- recalling the poet 's personal
a ttac hment to his now departed friends) in a near burlesque of an important lyr ical
moment of the - Zueignung ,"So T he final stanza, arguably Arndt' s best , is alno an
example or wbat is most wrong with tbis t ranslation: in lines 25-26 the eHect of omi tt ing
the article "a" and invert ing the modifiers to pad out the meter is decidedly sta le and
inflat ed, whereas Goethe's lines are simple and clea r; in the next couplet the hesitat ion
end liquid alliter ati on or the original is broken by the staceeto punching of a persistent
-t- and by the erroneous and "unnecessarily" arc haic "ritrull y would wave," Tbe final
couplet is very successful, with "existence- alluding to thc extent and importance of the
poet 's preoccupati on with his past lire and suggesting a sui tably Goethean connect ion
40Ibid,p, 3S0,
SOGoetbe eventually kept t he misprint in the first Mitic n or ParI 1 (LeU for Lied in line 'll ) wbifb
becam e known as "scb5pferiscber DrucUcbler," cr, Werner KnIt , "Leid uod Lied: Zu Goethe' 'Ibr o1ht
eucb wteder ,.. ' ," Ou Iitef3.r;sche Deutschland , no. 4 (Heidelbt' l , 1050), p. 5, and Kar l Julius Scblller,
"Meill Leldrr tonl der unbthnD.leD. Menge,' Chlo nik des Wiener Goet he.Vereins, vol. 1 (Vienna. 1886). p.
8.
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between life and literatur e, but is perhaps not enough to redeem such an insb,tl'n tly
poet ic version of the ·Z ueignung" 3S Ar ndt's.
20
DEDICATION
You come back, wavering shapes, out of the past
In which yo u first appea red to clouded eyes.
Should I attempt this t ime to hold you fast?
Does tbis old dream st ill thri ll a hear t so wise?
You crowd? You press? Have, then , your way at lest,
Ali from th e mist around me you arise;
My br east is sti rred and feels with youth ful pain
T he magic breath that hovers round your t ra in.
10
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With you return pictures of joyous days,
Shadows th at I once loved again draw near;
Like a primeval ta le, halt lost in haze,
First love and friendship also reappear;
Grief is renewed, laments ret race the maze
or lire's st range labyrinthine career,
Reca lling de ar ones who, by Iortu ue's t reason
Robbed of fair hours, passed before my season.
T hey will not hear me as I sing th ese songs.
Th e par ted souls to whom I sang th e rirst;
Gone is tha.t rirst response, in vain ODelongs
For friendly crowds th at have long been dispersed.
My grief resounds to st rangers, unknown thr ongs
Applaud it, and my anxious hear t would hurst .
Whoever used to praise my poem's worth,
Ir they live, stray scat tered thr ough the eart h.
And I am seized by long forgott en yearning
For that kingdom of spirits, st ill and grave;
T o Oowing song I see my feelings tu rning,
As from aeolian harps, wave upon wave;
A shudder grips me, tear on tear falls burnin g,
Soft. grows my heart, once so severe and brave;
What I possess, seems far away to me,
And what is gone becomes reality.M
:1
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51Walte r Kaufm:uul, t rane., Goethe's Faust : the Oril illal Gnmall and II new TU.Mlalioll (New York: "f
Anchor Boob, 1963). Hereen er dIed 113.E!!!!!, tr ans. KaUrmallD. ,t
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Th e third and final representative of our "original meters" school of translating ,
Walter Kaufmann, is Dot so much a st ickler for met rical fidelity as the oth er two, but he
does offer tbe followingcreed fOT a. translator of Faust:
while a transla tor cannot compete with the original poet •• except
occasionally in short poems _. he can and should try to be fait hful to the peer's
meaning and form. Meter should be preserved as far as possible, and one has
no right to add or subt ract Jines.52
Kaufmann 's handling of the · Zueigoung l is undoubtedly the most convincing so far,
showing a very solid grasp of its import and intent. The original rhythms are preserved
admirably and everything Goethe · says· is eloquently captur ed. Th ere are some
departur es from the original but most of them do not distral:t : in lines 2, 4, and 13, for
example, Kaufmann has slightly changed tbe syntax but nevertheless penet rated to the
tru th of the passage and maint ained the straightforward elegance of Goethe's language.
Th e "youthful pain- of line 7 is a workab le solution 10 a diUicult problem (also rhyming
convincingly with "r ound your trai n"), and lines such as 26 and 30, in which modiliera
are added and the word order is substa ntially altered, ate nonetheless unswervingly
fa ithrul to Goethe's poetry, One might have wished for different lines 25-26 (perhaps
with the indefinite ar ticle, and "domain" instead of "kingdom" ), for a less mundane
solution to "meln Iispelnd Lied" of the treacherous lines 27-28, and for a better end-
rh yme to the tinal couplet than the disappoint ing jingle of "away to me- and "reality, "
bu t these are minor complaints about a t ranslation of the · Zueignung" which sets a very
high standard of literal and poetic faith fulness, as well as general readabilit y.
S2Waltt r Kaurma.u, "Illtroduetioll,' Fll.ust,trall~ . Kaufmaull, p. 47.
53J,W. 'OD Ocetje , Fau&t Tb Tral edy PITt Ole , tranl. John Prudhoe lMaMhe~IU : Manehef>tl':r
Uni,usitl Press, 11174). p. 3. Hefta.fier cited MF:MUt.tnns. Prudhoe.
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Dedication
The traasient wraiths that Iilledmyrroubled brain
In renner time, present themselves a-new.
Shall vision try to capture them again!
Shall fancy find tbe ecstasy it knew!
They crowd on me! So. good, let them remain:
The whisperingsof wizardry pursue
These paths where they emerge from vaporous mist
And startle youth awake within my breast.
Tbey bring with them the forms of halcyon days:
The shades of many whom I loved are here,
Like ancient music from forgotten lays
First-love and friendships formed in youth appear.
Pain is revived as I retrace the ways
or life's sad labyrinthine mad career,
Naming the noble souls whom darkness claimed
From happiness, whose cheating fortunes waned.
The souls who heard my early measures climb
Shall never bear the sequel that I bring.
The comradeship is now dispersed and Time
Has mufned every early echo's ring.
Unknown att enders hear the woes I rhyme:
Though they applaud, I'm still afraid to sing.
It those who once enjoyed my poem's birth
Live still, they wander scattered over the earth.
A longing, long-resisted year by year,
To walk that solemn spirit-realm again
Holds me. Elusive music rills my ear,
The Aeolian harp of song half forms its stlllin,
Yet terror chills mestill, tear follows t"':l.r
And strengthof heart is mollified in pain:
AlII possess seemsdistant and l see
All that I lost as true reality.53
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With John Prudhoe's version of Faust we h3V~ :\ translation dedicated II '
accent uating th e theatr ical. stage-worthy possibilities of the original. In his ess ay ·On
Tran slating Goethe and Schiller Icr the English-speaking Stage, · Prudhoe set forth his
approach to Goethe's dramas: he rejects prose as too - (lat- .'I. medium to capture the
psychclogieal import or Faust and he proposes the use of II basic four-beat, rhyming
verse "suggestive of Hans Sachs· to set the ernedie\'31 tone- of Part I.M \\' t'11 awatl'
rhymed verse translations of Faust can quickly descend to doggerel {especially in till'
mao}' passageswhere Goethe deliberately uses anachronisms), P rudhoe suggests the style
of T.S. Eliot's dramat ic verse as a corrective to any stale overtones or Shakespeare,
paying pa rt icularly close att ention to th e length of th e lines, since it is Goethe's changing
or hee length [i.e. varying pentame ter with hexameter) which, he says, gives a sense of
flow and conversat ional spontaneity to rhymed, elevated speech.
Barker Fairley has pointed out Goethe's constant awareness of the stage in Part II
and its conspicuous absence in Pa rt I or Fau61, which makes Prudh oe's performance-
oriented version all the more welcome.s5 His 'Z ueignung" is indeed interesting, but the
liberties taken are great enough to raise questions about th e overall Iajthluhress or the
translation. He star s close to the original metrics, emphasizing the iambic reet, while
wisely avoiding the leminine endings (except for the fin:!.1 couplet ), and t here are scmu
very effective lines such as 1~ 1I , 25, and 27. Th e music of bis verse docs acquire a
slightly droning regularity, but much more serious breaches or fidelity occur in the
54Johll Prudhoe, "all Tralls1:l.linl Goethe and Scbiller ror tbe EOllisb. speakill S~age, ' Th~al rt
Researcb Int ernational, 2 11976), pp. 28-31.
55Barker Fairley, "0 0 trallslatilll FO II~t, " Gtrmall Lifeand vtters, 23 (1060), p. 61.
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ambiguities of lines 15-0 16 and 2&-27, resulting b orn clumsy enjambme nts, and in the
severa l chaDges to the teXl which sometimes (l~tort the meaning of the original. For
example, the · wrait hs - and · wbisp. rings or wizardry· of the opening, while etreetbe
enough. make it much more magical and "Ar tburiao" tha n the original, and the change
in the aU-important opening couplet from a direct address to a more mundane narrative
statemen t - no doubt Ior the sake of the audience - is regrettab le. Conversely, the
directness of his line 30 overly emphasizt'S the tentative gropings of the poet , reitn at('(1
with the unjust ifiable additio n of the word · still" in lines 22 and 29, and th is coupled
witb the ever-present desire to "hring OU" the · Zueignung l before an audience nearly
dest roys lines 29·30, where the original lyric's most ecstatic moment is smoothed out by
the addition. or - yet- and the blata nt ly ugly "mollilied in pain.- In short. Prudhoe's
· Zueignung- is much more a drama tic monologue than an elegiac lyric and although a
reasonable sta ge-worthiness has been acbieved, the original's lyricism has been smoothed
over, and one ileus the even, melodious voice or the actor over the poet's.
3 \
DEDICATIO~
You sbirting figures, I remember seeing ) 'OU dimly long ago, and now
I find you coming back again. I wonder should I try to hold OD to
you tbis t ime. Have 1 the inclination, have I the hear t for it?
You draw closer out 01 the mist Very well then. hal'! your way.
The magic breeze that noats along with you Illls me with
youthful excitement.
You bring back [oyful days and joylu l scenes and you recall
many folk who were dear to me. E.arly love, early friends rise
from the PASt like an old tale belr-rcrgou en. The pain comes
back and witb it th e lament tbnt life should be so wayward, so
contused, and I go over the names of those good people who left
this life before me, cut 0(( by some ill chance from further
happiness.
Those that I wrot e fat t hen will Dot see what follows 1I0W.
The Irlendly throng is dispersed; the early responses have died
away . J write now Cor the unknown crowd whose very approval I
dread. It there are any DOW alive who were pleased with my
verses, th ey are scatte red Car and wide.
And a great desire seizes rne -. a desire I have not felt for
years •• to retu rn to this solemn realm of t he spirit. My song
resumes hesitantly , insecurely, like an Aeolian harp. I am shaken
through and through. The tears come freely and my heart is
softened. All my world seems tar away, a nd what was lost has
become real and immediate.56
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li6J.W• .,OQ~the, Fau t. lraQ5. Barh r Fairley (Toronto: Univerl ity of Toronto Press, 1910 ), p. 2. :.\ I'
Hereafter d ied a& rant, traal . Fairley. : t
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Bar ker Fairley is one of those translaton who throW111p his hands 3.1 the d lsp aeet e
verse forms in a long poem like FlJlJd aDd decla res th at since poetry eaen c t really be
Iraf15(used. from ODe laD~uage to another, t he be-st ODe can do is reader tbe mea nl eg of
the ~rigiDal into c1ear,ludd prose.S7 He certa in ly achines this in bis · Zueignung,· fo r
once th e reader reect ers Ircm tbe shock of seeing a solid block of print he must admit
tha t most of t he original bu been faithfully distilled into a readable, modern prose
idiom, with no excessive liberties or ja rring inconsis te ncies. One might questio n the
interpretation of " Heve 1 the inclination, beve 1 the heart lor it ,· and substitutions like
-r go over the names- Ior line 15 ead · what folio.....' · tor "die Iolgenden Gesange,·
which are truer to the spirit of the prose than to the original poetry. As in Prudh oe's
version, n lyrical suppleness of expression has give n way to an evenness or flat ness of
lone hut it only Iloti ceably fails Goethe in the last stanza , where Fairley at least br ings
in some dashes in line 25 to break the regularity and try to match some of the poet's
new-found creat ive eestesr . But I.part from these quibbles and II. few wrong-spi rited
phr1Sl'S ( -e:lrly love- for -erste Lieb'- I.Dd the too-meditative · realm of the spiri t - for
-Geisteu eich- ) Fa irley's choke of words is appropriate and unpretentious and th e 1,0111
effect is convincing. One critic claims that Fairley's prose strategy for II. work like Fou l
is bound to fail in t he lyrical passages and must end up sounding like - the Dotes at the
bottom of the page in a Penguin Anthology of German Literatu re._58 But insofar as
such notes are useful to the st udent of Goethe, Fairley's version of the - Zueignung-
must be considered successful, if Dot tota lly satisfying or poetically faithfUl.
57lbid"p. 50.
SSolvld Bill, ' 0 .. T"llaJ~t iDI, ' p. 20.
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Chapter ll: PROLOG 1M HIMMEL
{Dee Herr. Die hlmmlieehea Heereeheren, Naehhee Mephistopheles.)
(Die drei Enengel treten vorl
245
250
255
260
265
270
RAPHAEL. Die Sonne lont aeeb alter Weise
In Bru derspb ir en Wettgesang ,
Dod ihre vorg eschriebn e Reise
Vollendel sic mit Dooncrgang.
Ihr Anblick gibt den Engeln Starke,
Wenn keiner sic ergriindcn mag i
Die unbegrejflich hoben Werke
Sind herrlicb wie am erstec Ta g.
GABRIEL. Und schnell und unbegrelrllchsehnelle
Dreht sicb umh er del Erde Pracht;
Es wechselt P aradlesesbelle
Mit tiefer, schauervoller Nachti
Es schjiumt dee Meet in breiten Ffilssea
Am tiej en Grund del Felsen au f,
Und Fels nod Meer Wild Cortgerissen
In ewig schnellem Spbarealeut.
MICHAEL. Uod Stiirme brau sen urn die Wett e,
Vom Meeraufs Land, vom Land eurs Meer,
Und bilden wiitend eine Keue
Der tiefsten Wirkung rings umber.
Da Ilammt eie blltaendes Verheeren
Oem Prede vcr des Donuerscblags:
Ooch deiee Boten, Herr, verebre n
Des senlte Wandelo delnes Tags.
ZUDREI.
Der Anblick gibt den Engeln Sta rke,
Da kelner dich ergriindeo mag,
Uod ailedelne bohen Werke
Sind bertllcb wie am ereten Tag .50
,
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Early translators like John Anster and Fra ncis Levescn Gower were careful to omit the
reviewers, who saw German literatu re in general and Goethe's Werther and Faull! in
could still claim, in a postscript to his translat ion of 183,1, he would never be convinced
much of which I
60William Rose, ·Go~th ~ '1 R~pu t at iOll in Ellsland durins h~ Lir~time , ' ill William R~e , ed. F:! !:1Y~ on
GOl'the (London: Cessel ead Comp any Limited, 1949), p. 1S9.
6IT, Webb.~, p.)72 .
wheth er it became my moral character to render into English
actually refused an offer of iOO Pound s to translate Fausl , saying -I debat ed with myself
- Walpurgisnlleht:- Word sworth was repulsed by what he called -a prolligacy ur
literary figures of the day were shocked at the darin g of the "Prologue" and the
t hat - t he tone of careless familiarity in which things divine are here spoken of, was in
any wirc worth y of t he great poet from whom it came.•61 Even sam!' or the great
acknowledged and exonera ted by the influential Quarterly magazine, John S. Blackie
The ·Prolog im Himmel," which begins the Faust dmma proper, WlL~ a mujnr
blasphemous "Prolo gue" from their versions of Faust, and even though it was eventually
to sum up t he proper att itude to Faust:
On the whole the absurdities of this piece are so numerous, tho obscenities so
frequent, the profaneness so gross, and the beauties a re so adapt ed to German
relish, that we cannot conscientiously recommend its importa tion, and still Ies s
the t ranslation of it, 10 our English students of German literatur e,60
T aylor expressed this in an arti cle for the MOll tlrly Ret'iell' in 1810, in which he nuem pts
particular as a. dangerous and unhealthy influence on public 11I:;te, The critic Willi:1I1l
stu mbling block to Goethe's recognition among enrly nineteenth century English
inhuman sensuality in his [Goethe's] works which is utterl y revolting,- and Coleridge
38
thougbt vulgar, lieebtious, and blasphemous.· 52 It was thus lett to Shellt'1, no stT:l.ng{'f
to «l lltfQn rsy or (harges of atheism, to t'OungeoU51y atl empt a tr3n~131ion of th('
· P rolo~e" which in many ways still stands as the most intt' restiog and ronyind ng of
English \·m ioDs.ll3
Th ere are &t least three ru turC!'5 of the · Prolol\l c· wbkh exemplify Goethe's
unique conception of the Faust theme. First of all, the pact between God and
Mephistopheles sets tbe drametie meebinery in motion and immediately focuS<.'!I the
p1:l.y's central concern on the nat ure of the human ecediuon , ratber than tbe l radition:a!
concerns of damnation and the black arts, and introduces tbe essential nature of each
player: Mephistopheles as a cynica l spirit of negation, rau st :IS hapless man caugl,t in a
vacuumof hisdesires, and God as an omnipresent terceor creath'ilYand light. Secondly,
it is an crganie link with the finlll scene of the drama - both end in heavenly aet her v..ith
an all-knowing God forgivin&, Faus t - and it symbolizes, in mini-epic scope. the fill3 l
progression or the three preludes to Fau,l in a Goethean journey from lyrie31
subjet t ivity (Zueignung) through the druoatic clash of the subjective with the cbjeetlve
(Vorspiel auf dem Thea te r) to a purely objective auiverse pro peUed by God's divine
pillyfulncss. Finally, the - P roJol\l e" int roduces the notion of F aust 's -striving," upon
which rests Goethe', ent ire conception of the theme. 111 making the pact with
Mephistopheles God admits - Es in t der Mensch, solang er streb t, - but at the same time
"ein gute r Mensch, in seinem dunklen Drange ,j ist sieh des recbten Weges wohl
62Ibid" pp. 172-174. Cr. allo Ro,emarr Al hton, "CoieTidl e and FIII!I .' Rpyiew 0{ ElIlI i~h Studio , 28
(1m), pp. 156-167. arid J. M. No&ewor thr , · Coleridge on I Distant PrOlpet'1 or FaUll,· E~nn aad
Sludin , t"oI. IOPOS7). pp. 60-00.
63For n txcellt1l1 atlalrlmof Slu llt,. 'l lratlall l iOJII lrom F. u t d , T. Webb, TIle Violet pp, 18S-203.
bewlldV 50 his instinct for tru th and righHulnl'SS shall never aba ndon him. though h,' br-
momentarily beguiled. T hus the seeds of Faust 's ult imate sa!\'a.lion are hinted at in the
- P rologue,- where the role of the Devil is subordinated to the will of God. who arran!';I'!!
tbe pact such that his rnischievoue envoy will only win Faust \l soul if he ran t ru ly ~ :lli..r~·
his ye ~\fn ing 10 the point where Faust will leave off striving and say. 10 tha t moment ,
- Yerweile dceh, du bist so schOn!-
For the translat or, the most difficult part of th e · Prologue- is th e opening hymn
which ~1. Montgomery calls - that grea t song of the archangels with which the Prologue
in Heaven opens, which strikes the keynote of the whole poem and contains ,.. a whole
theodicy in 28 brief lines. _64 Th e idl!:L of having God and the t hree archangl'ls ;1.'1
speaking characters recalls Milton's Paradill ~ Lost and the mystfOry plays of the middle
ages, and it. along with the "P rc loguevs obvious an alogy to the biblical story of Job,
cont ributes to an appropriat ely medieval mood for th e following scene - Nacbt - which
has the tr oubled Faust broodi ng in his "boehgewcl bten engeu, gotisc hen Zimmt'r .- 6t.
Th ese exalted choruses celebrate the eternal freshness and immutable order of God 's
universe, reflec ted in the firm regularity of a. four-beat iambic F"ust verse, Goethe avoids
monotony here by minor metrical var iations , as in lines 26.;" 266, a vigorous diction, and
a rising rhythm, all of which produce a tone of remarkable conv iction and other-
worldliness. 11 tb is were not daunting enough for the translator, he must a lso contend
t14M:mball Montlomuy, Studies In the Au or GOf'the (Oxford: UDiven ity Pr ess, 1931), p. 11. For
detailed disculsioll or tbe tbeolou or the · Prolol ue- d . MOl:tgomu)·, StudiM, pp. II -30. aed Dietr ich
Mahnke, ·~i blliz uDd GOf'tbe, Die Harmollie ibrer Weltaask btell." Welshtit uDd r at IErrurt: Arthur
Horrmalln, 1924).
6SFor • comp:UWlD or early sources d . 106 {l:6-l 21, M.ltoo', Pafadi ' f l.Il,t. Book III, sed Wil!i, m
EmJl'O Il .~ (Londo. : Ch tlo aDd Willdus, IOMl.
with ubiqui tous feminine thymes and some dil licult t r is~'lIn hi(' end-stops ' · I)ollnl'rg:lllg,·
"Sphiirenlaur. · and "Erde Pr acht" ) and he must sustain an impression of controlh..l
forwar d motion in hymn-like verse whose overall effect is one of stately , l·t1ll'r('al l)l'lluty .
-\I
(T he Three Arehang!ls come rorward .)
(The Lord , Heavenl y Hoets , Af'terwards, Meph lstoph elee.)
6~au~ L, ha nl. Taylor,p.68.
RAPHAEL. The sun-orb sings, in emulation,
mid brother spheres, bis ancient round;
h~ jlol. t b predestined th rough Creation
be ends with step of thunder-sound.
The angelsIrom the vision splendid
draw power, whose measure none can say;
the lofty works, uncompr ehended,
are bright as on the earliest Day.
GABRIEL.And swift, and swift beyond conceiving,
the splendor of the earth goesround,
Day's Eden-brightness still relieving
the awful Night's intense profound;
the ocean tides in foam are breaking,
against t he rocks' deep bases hurled,
aad both, the spheric race parta king,
eternal, swirl, are onward whirled
MICHAEL, And rival storms abroad are surging
from sea to land, from land to sea,
the chain or deepest action forging
round all, in wratblul energy.
There names 3 desolat ion, blazing
before the thunder's crashing way,
Yet, Lord, Tby messengers keep praising
the gentle movement of Thy day.
THE THREE. Since Thou remeiust unccmpreheuded,
this vision gives the angels power,
and all Thy works, sublime and splendid,
are bright as in Creation's bcur.ttl eeveu opens.l66
IN HEAVEN
PROLOGUE
270
265
260
250
Unfort unate ly, the same qU.:llitit'S tbat marred Tay lor's "Zueignung" are in
abundance in bis "Prologue." T he slriving for fidelity in the ect rles has produced much
word)· padding, as in line 2-13 a nd most of Hue 2-18, and to the fa ulty invers ions of linl~
:?-li, 25; , and 261. His choice of words shows a fondness for sticking in "poctie" words.
some of th em mistran~latioos. where the origin l is simple aod st r.:lightfof'om rd - - 5I:In-
orb- for "Senne;" "Night's profound- for - tiefer Neeht; ' "dl'SOla t ion- fo r -verheeren.s
- ,"ision- for -An blick,- and t he stubborn <keep praising- for - Yt'rehrt'n. - Th e most
d3maging chan ge bas occurred in the rbyth m, where the inexorable, measured movement
of the original bas become self-conscious and choppy, full of mid-line commas (l2 to
Goethe's .f ), In fairness to T aylor there are some successful moments « - ancien t round -
of line 244 hints nicely at the music of t he sp heres, "deep bases - of line 256 is as
musically sound as tbe origina l's - Grund,- aod - gentle movement - is the best version of
-s:tntle Wandeln - among our five transl~tors - bu t t hese a te all but lost in the wake of
lines like "t he ocean tides in foa m are breaking- and feminine endinp;!l like t he rhyme
- t he angel's powo!r/Creat ioo's bour,- an d tb e general sl iNness of tone is even carried
over into t he immediatel y following speech of Mephistopheles, which should by eont rast
be colloquial and fami liar.
.3
T HE LORD, HEAVENLY HOST . Later, MEPfJlSTOPHELES.
(T he THREE ARCHANG ELS ste p rorward.)
67E!!!!,. tranf. Arndt, pp.6-7.
RAPHAEL. The sun contends in age-old fashion
With brot her-spheres in bymnie sound,
And in tar-thundering progression
Discharges his appointed round .
His aspect lends the angels power,
While none may gauge his secret way;
Sublime past understaedicg tower
Those works as on the primal day .
GABRlEL. The earth's resplendence spinsend ranges
P ast unders tand ing swill in night ,
And paradisiac lueeuee change::
With awe-inspiring depths or night;
The oceec's Coaming seas run shoreward,
On rocky depths rebound and rear,
ADdrock and oeeea hurtle 1orward,
Sped by th e ever-bo rrying sphere.
WCHAEL. And tempest roars, with tempest TyiIJ.g,
From sea to land, trom land to sea,
In their alternate furies tying
A chain or deepest potency.
A nash or fiery disaster
Precedes the thunder on its way;
And envoys, though, revere, 0 Master,
The gentle progress or Tby day.
THETHREE. (in unison) Th is aspect lends the angels power,
As none may ,a uge Thy secret way,
And all Thy sovereign works still tower
Sublime as on the primal day.1I7
PROLOGUE In HEAVEN
260
270
265
2S0
255
Arndt has wrougbt au exalted lone in a verse that is more confident end
rbyth rnieally secure than Taylor's, but be ofte r. annuls the tota l effect with odd phrMe~
and jerky turns in the verse. T he opening three lines, for example, are quill' masterly
until line 246 where the sun "discharges his appointed round" (oCammunition. perhaps,
to make his "rar-thundering progression"r), and almost every couplet is ~im i1 a rly rna-red.
The re ate also hints of ambiguity (line 252) and padding (line 261l). and evldence of a tin
ear in lilies 251 and 256. Michael's st anza, the most successful of the three, has a Ircsh
and interesting solut ion to the problematic lines 261-262 and Arndt nicely brings out the
distinction in the original between the two refrains (lines 24ll and 263). though one might
object to the unnecessary parallelism brought into line 25Q, ~ well as the choice of
"asvect" for "Anblick" and "gauge" for "ergriinden." Arndt seems bent on proving
Thomas Gray's observation that "t he language of the age is never the langllage of
poetry, "68 rcr his often praiseworthy version or the ercbengels' hymn is wnu en in a too
effusive language of no particular age and is not served by the many atte mpts to make
it, as Arndt says, "more Goethean" than other trenslaticns .
08Lelter 10 West, 1742, ill M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms (U.s.A.: Holt, Rindm~ and
WiD510D, lnt. ,W 71),\I. 13l.
PROLO GUE IN HEAVEN
Th e Lord , th e heav enly hosts.
Leeer , Mephis toph eles.
The three Archangels step forward.
PAPHAEL:
'I'hesun intones, in ancient tourney
With brotherspheres, a rival air;
245 And his predestinated journey,
He closes with a thundrous blare,
His sight, as none can comprehend it,
Givesstrength to angels; the array
orworks, unfathomably splendid,
250 Is glorious as 0 0 the first day.
GABRIEL:
UnCathomablyswiftlyspeeded,
Earth's pomprevolves in whirling night,
As Eden's brightness is succeeded
By deep and dread-inspiringnight;
255 In mighty torrents foams the ocean
Against the reeks withroaringscng-.
!o ever-speedingspheric motion,
Fctb rock and sea are swept along.
~nCHAEL:
And rival tempests roar and ravage
260 From sea to land, fromland to sea,
And, raging, form a chainor savage,
Deeply destructive energy.
There names a Ileshing devastation
To clear the thunder's crashing way;
265 Yet, Lord, thy herald's admiration
Is for the mildnessof thy day.
TIlE THREE:
The sight, as nonecan comprehend it,
Givesstrength to angels; thy array
orworks, unfathomablysplendid,
270 Is glorious as 00 the first day.511
69F:a,nt, tr:lps. Ka~tmIIlD,pp.83-86.
4.
As in his excellent tr anslation of the · Zueignung,· Kaufmann stays d ose to the
origin al, bu t this time he gets mixed results. Lines 245 and 283, for example, physically
resemble the original hut end up sounding stilted and lines 246 and 256 have been
sadd led with prepositional phrases which are quite inexplicable (t he latter's · wit.h
roaring song" is unequivocal about the musical possibilities of "Crund "), unless he Sl't
out to dynamite what he considered intentionallystaid poetry. Kaufmann's pa.ld te of
verse music ranges Irom the tasteful alliteration of lines 254 and lines 257.258, to the
heavy brassof the "r" for stormy lines like 256 and 259[witb the final interposed punch
of "raging- in line 261), to tbe unsubtle jingling of "deeply destructive energy" and
"names a flashing devastation," In the refrain he chops up the simpledirectness of the
original with manyparenthetical insertions and an odd caesura before the last foot orthe
second line of each and he ignores the distinction between the original's "wenn" (though)
in the first refrain and -da- (since) in the seeoud.There is even an uncharacteristic
ambiguity resulting from "Hie sight- in line 247 and 'Th e sight- in line 261, and the
"thy" of lines 265, 266, and 268 is equally surprising from a man who declares himself
dedicated to a translation free of "theeing and thouing.-70
70Waltu Kaufmann,"IntroductiOl,' E!Y!!. trams. Walter KaufmaDD, p. 4.
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PROLOGUE IN HEAVEN
The Lord . The heavenl)' hoats. Later. Mephistopheles.
(The three AJoehangels l!Itepforward .)
RAPHAEL: Th e suo's majestic song competes
In consort with his brother spheres,
245 His tbundro.u chariot completes
A progress destin ed tbr ough all years.
His light ren ews the engele' strengt h
Thou gh Done may comprehend its ray,
And heaven 's high uetethcmed length
250 Shines bright es on eeeetlon's day.
GABRIEL: Swifter t han mere thought can fly
Th e panoply of earth revolves.
First par adise delight s th e sky
Th en from its glow dread night evolves.
255 Th e sea is whipped to foaming wrath
Against the cr ag's deep-grounded base,
The sea and crags are carried orr
By motion of th e plan ets' race.
MICHAE L: And storms contest the sovere ign thr one
260 From sea to land, from land to sea,
Till all that lives within their zone
Is chained to their malignancy.
Th e scorching names or heaven sear
Th e thunder 's unimpeded way,
265 Yet , Lord, Thy angels still revere
Th e temperate progress or Thy day.
ALL THREE: Your light renews the angels' strength ,
Since none can penetrate its ray
And all creation 's mighty length
270 Shines bright as on creat ion's day,n
71~,traD.l. Prlldhoe,p.lO.
48
The first and most striking thing about this translation is the extent to which
Prudhoe has ta ken liberties and added things without sacrificing the Ieel of th e original.
Many of the departur es are courtly allusions ("majestic song· of line 243, "tbucd rous
chariot " of line 2·t5, ead "sovereign throne" of line 250) which are appropriate to
Impressionable heavenly vessels, and the exte nded association of God and his creative
energy with sunlight in lines 247·250 is licentious but Goethean in spirit. The few lapses,
such as the slip 0 11 the penultimat e word - s n- in line 246, t he questionable rhyme on
"evolves" {line 2&4j, and the addition or "mallgnaney" in line 262, are small next to the
rhythmic sureness t,r Hoes 255·258 and the simplicity of lines 263-266 (P rudhoe is the
only ODe of our five cranslators who alludes direcUy to lightning here, as in the oriv;inal).
He also catches the af'orementioned distinction between -wenn" and "da" in t he second
line of the refrain. His substi tutio n of "light - for "Anblick- in lines 247 and 267 does
work, elthougb the "high unfathomed length " for "ue begreillich bchen Werke" which
served line 249 is less successful when carried into "creation's mighty lengtb" in line 269
as it almost contrad icts the sentiment or lines 265-266. All thin gs considered , Prudhoe
offers a convincing and reedeble accoun t of t he hymn tb at is f!l.ithful to t be spirit if Dot
the letter of the original and, st rangely enough, be is the only one of our tran slators
whose hymn is bett er than the speech or Mephistopheles that follows it.
j:
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PROLO GUE IN HEAVEN
Th e Lord . The heavenl::r host . T hen Mephistopheles. The three
ar changels st ep forward
RAPHAEL
The SUD resoundsamong the sj ngi n~ spheres with its ancient
musicand, thundering loud, completes its course. The angels
cannot fathom it, but the mete sight givesthem strength. The
great, the incomparably great, works of creation are splendidas
on the first day of the world.
GABRIEL
Andwith speedincrediblethe earth revolves in itsglory, the
radiance of paradise alternatingwith deepand dreaUTiJi night,
Sea-floods storm at the baseof the rocks, and sea and rocks
alike are whirled in the swift motion of the spheres.
~UCHAEL
And tempest on tempest rages from sea.to land, from land to
sea, lorming a ebeln of mightiest energy, Dread Iigbtnings nash
before the thunderclap. But your messengers, 0 Lord, revere the
gentler processes.
ALL TIlREE
Tile angels cannot fathom it, but the mere sight givesthem
strength. And all your mighty works are splendid as on the first
day.72
72~,trIDI.Fairley,p.6.
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On ce again, the shock of seeing this passage in prose reminds us that we int>\'ilabl y
grant some leniency to a prose translation dedicated to givingus a dear idea wbat is said
in Faust. If we allow this - handicap· trom the cut set, we should conclude that Fairley's
version of the hymn is sur prisillgly erleetwe. lie writes lucidly and with a SUf I.' sense or
rhythm throughout the many successful lines, which never sound like persphrases, and
only "with speed incredible- and · with deep and dreadful night- in Gabriel's speech
depar t a little trom the modern idiom. Th e rerrain bas a few problems - Fairl ey ignores
the play on "wenn" and -da,e uses the questionable ~mighty works' tor -bobe Werke,'
and he has the same first line both times, ignoring the dirrerence between - Jhr Anblick-
and "der Anbl ick- - but his rhetorical restructuring makes good sense for the prose, as
does the nour ish "the great, the incomparably great- of Raphael's speech, aud the
parallel st ructu re added with "tempest on tempes t " in Michael's opening lines (whereas
it did not work for Kaufmann) . P rose, or course, cannot possibly suggest the flow of
cyclical processes imitated in the measured cadence ot Goethe's verse, and there i! a
distinct efrect of flatn ess and compression here, bu t Fairley remains tru e to the bounds of
his medium and achieves a kind of "prosaic faithfulness" in th e - Prologue."
300
395
400
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Cha pte r m. NACHT
o s1i.hst du, voller Mcndenecheln,
Zumletztenmal auf meinePeln,
Dell iehso meneheMitternacbt
An diesemPull bereagewecht:
Dann iiber Biichem und Papier,
Triibsel'ger Freund, erschienstdu mid
Acbl koooi ' icb doth auf Bergesbohn
In deinem lieben Lichte gehn,
UrnBergeehchte mit Geistern schweben,
Auf Wiesenin deinem Dammer weben,
Vonallernwissensqualmenueden,
In delaem Tau gesund micb baden!
Web!steck' ich in demKerker aocbt
VerOuchtesdumpteeMauetloch,
We selbst des liebe Himmelslicht
Triib dutch gemalte Scheibenbricht!
Beschriinkt vondiesem Bilcherhsut,
Den Wiirme negen, Staub bedeekt,
Den, his ans hobeGewolb' hinauf,
Ein angeral1cht Papier umsteckt;
Mit Gllisern, Biichsen rings umstellt,
Mi' Jnstrumentenvollgepfroprt
Urviiter-Hausrat drein gestopft -
Des ist deineWelt! des heipt eine Welt!73
73Goetbe, FllQst, p. 21,
"
Wh ilst the angels sing in praise of God's un iverse, the next scene shows Faus t
brooding in his dank study , unsatisfied by the eAnblicke of creation and str iving to
know "was die Welt/1m Innersten zusammenhii,It. · This wholescene, modelled ou the
subgeore of the monodrama. - POPUhl.l in the eighteenth centu ry and known to Goethe
through Fr ench sources - represents two stages in the complex composition of Faust:
lines 35+605 witb the opening monologue, the conjuring of the Earth Spirit, and the
conversation with the ramulus Wagner date Irom the ear ly 1770's, while lines 606-807,
with Faust relapsing into despai r to be saved by the sound orEaste r bells and choruses,
were written about twenty year s later and added to the 1808 version of Fausl I. Lines
606-1770 make up what Goethe himself called t he "great lacuna." which some critics
consider one of th e most visible seams in the layered constru ction of Faus1.74 It is t rue
that Faust's suicidal despair n.ou uts quickly (gO lines) in the monologue afte r Wagner' s
exit, and the association of Faust with Christ in a setti ng the night before Easter is a
distinct departu re from the text of the Urfaual. But this tra nsformation of Faus t from a
prototypical rcma atie hero, who thirsts for true knowledge and challenges till' Ea rt h
Spi rit , to a more ar chetypal t ragic figure {hence the suicide motif), whose ultimate
salvation is prefigured, is a cent ra l element in Goethe 's conception of Faust a nd certainly
one of his most bold and import an t departures from the legend.
Lines 386-400 conti nue th e expression of Fa.ust 's dissatisfaetion with his aeademie
pursuits and his claustrophobia of body and spirit . Watching the moon rise, he thin ks or
a ll t he time be has spent walled up in his study, st ill unable to penetr ate beyond the
appear ance of things and sick of the dead knowledge he bss piled up which, like the
74cr.Emil S iaige r,~, vel. 2 (Zuricb and Freiburg: Atlanl~ Verlag, 1956), pp. 34·56.
reflected light of the moon, generates no Tital power or its own, These twoS\;\ h Z3S OC'fUr
just betore the middle of the openin! monologue and they fontrast the lanr;uage or tht'
"sentiment:l1 sublime" of eight~nth century nllture poPms':$ (lines 3Q2-3Q'i), wMth
roreshadoW1 the scene "Wald und Hohle," with the shock or the passionate "Sturm end
Drang" style tirade against dead kno"..ledgein lines 31lS.400, . 'hkh !X>ints to the t'astinl!:
orr of Faust.', me-jienl !ltholutidsm and the reaassaaee or the "Osterspll iergang." The
intentional anachronisms and the many p/lSSagt'S or near doggerel in If' aebt" seem to
indicate a fondness for the idealism of Herder and a desire to show the multilayered
texture or history, legend, And living poetry in tbis pivotal scene, cu rying all early
manilestatioas with it . If so, tb i~ goes against Goethe's own dictum that :l. poet should
know philosophy but keep it out of his work, and one might easily imagine Goethe's
amusement at commentators bristling at inconsistencies and indecorous passages of
FaUl t.
Since "Nacht" is the seeae most likely to he dosely read, it behooves a translator
to scrutinite line 38~400 and pay attention to its many typically Goetbean symbols.
The passage is an eseelleet example of the most frequent. Terse form used in Fau, l, tbe
f aust verse, and it sho. 's many colours Irom Goethe's extraordinary sound palette: we
he-ar dark, open vowels or "0 sibs t du, voller Mondenscbein" intoning tbe despondency
or the first six lines, then melting into the noating "e"'s and the sort liquids and -d"'s or
the next six, followed by the rattling rhythms and sputte ring "b,I "st , I and Ipr l sounds
or lines ag8-40g. The couplet at lines 40lHOl is particularly effective, with the neeting
75C)'rul H:amulI, footllO'r ill Job:al. WoJr& lII& Yoa eoe'bf, rll"': IITng~dr, tralli . Walter Madl, ed.
C)'rul HIllllil (Ne... York: W. W. NOTtoll 'lad Camil a)', Ill7b~ p. l1.
appeat anCt or - Iiebe Himmelslicbt, - seurred out by a wreaebed accent on "triib" and
slammed shut on - bricht,- and since the vocabulary and the prosody are so well suited
to the impatience and claustrophobia or Faust, the translator would do well to remember
John Whaley's reworking or Pope's advice. "the point to be round is not sound, nor
sense, but sound and sense combined, sense in sound."a T he translator must
acknowledge the satirical lone and archaic odour hanglng about this pllSSage but Dot be
tempted into a cark ature or a Irustt ated proressor whose sentiment is mawkish and
whose pllSSionate rage is tr ite.
7&Jobll Whaley,· ODTlab$latilll tbe Qll3lity of Golthe'$ Poelfy,· p,bli eatiolll or tbe Elllli!IrG~the
~-4{l llV7&-nl,p·I63.
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71F:l.U5t , traJIs. Taylor, p. 70.
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Night/ Lines 388 to 409
o full and splendid Moon, wborn I
have, from lhis desk, seen climbthe sky
so many a midnight, would th}' glow
for the last time beheld my woe!
Ever rhine eye, most mournful friend,
o'er books end papers saw me bend.
But would that 1, on mountains grand,
amid thy blessed light might stand ,
with spirits through mountain caverns hover,
noat in thy twilight the meadows over,
and, freedfrom the fumesof lore that swatheme,
to health in thy dewy fountains bathe me.
Alas! my prison still I see!
T his drear, accursed masonry's
a dungeon that the sun attains
but duskly through painted panes.
Hemmed in by manya topplingheap
of booksworm-eaten, gray with dust,
which to the vaulted ceiling creep,
amidst them smoky papers thrust;
with glasses,boxes, round one stacked,
with instruments together burled,
ancestral lumber jammed in, packed:
that is my world-it such's to call a world!77
Tn ylot achieves the right atrncepbere In these two eteeees. even if his Faust
appears more ·.... istlul than despairing, but the price of metrical Iidelity is again higb. ' \ II}"
hope for flawing, English-sounding poetry is backed to pieces in the first Iour lines, with
a hopelessly over-burdened caesura unraveling line 388 and a right-spirited choice of
words in -splendid" and - glow· padding tbe line to mimic the bounce firGOl·th~·s
accents. The few good things like the nice irony of the moon's sblessed light - (especially
.after "[eider eucb Tbeologie" in line 356) and the generally good diction -- exeept
perhaps in "fumes of lore" for "Wissensqualm- and "ancestral lumber- for
"Urvater-lIausrat · - seem like happy accidents amid feminine endings like · swl\the
me/bat he me," ·rsee/masonry's- (tbe lat ter almost rescued by a clever enjambment],
and unfortuna te inversions in lines 391, 304, and 395. The second half of the passage is
generally IDOre successful, hampered only by a nagging of momentum in the last two
lines, due to an ill-placed caesura in line 408 and the rleecfd second hilif of line -&Og being
connected to the tirst statement by :L dash, where the original has exclamatory force.
78rau5t, hans. Arndt, s.u.
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Nightl Lines 38&-400
Ohlull m OODradiant, would that yOll,
Whomany a midnight vigil through
HaveCoundme wakeful in this chair,
Mi;tht lookyour last on my despair!
Asover books I used to bend ,
You would appear to me, sad friend;
All, would that on mountain ways
I wandered by your lovely ray'S,
Might haunt with sprites a.cavern rift,
On meadows in your twiligh t drift ,
And rid of learning's fetid tun.e,
Bathe whole my spirit in your spume!
Woe!stuck within this dungeon yerl
Curse th is dank frowsty cabine t ,
Where even Heaven's dear ray can pass
But murkily through tinted glass!
Entombed within this book-lined tower,
Whicb dust envelops, worms devour,
Byfumigated charts unrolled
As high up as this vault can bold;
In instrumentsall choked and Curled,
Hemmed in by Ilagon, jnr, and trunk,
Stuffed ti~h tly withancestral junk-
This is your world! Call this a world!7s
Th is is Arudr's best t ranslation so far , perhaps because the passage IS so well sui ted
to his - Goethean- brogue, Without lampooning the original. Arndt captures th...
atmosphere of Faust's situatio n in his arcane but approp riate diction and he SIIOWS a
willingness to play with the original struct ures, as in lines 38fi..380 and 402-405, for t he
sake of readabilit y in English. The re are still some whills of Victorian poesy, with
"spumes (Tau) rhyming on ·fetid fume" and "dungeon yet " 011 · cabinet," but thcy do
not seem so out of place in this recreation of Faust' s st udy, for they are surrounde d by
inventive rhymes and subtleties: line 3SYis especially evocative, as is "lovely rays" of
line 393 (t his suggestion of the moon as Faust's decept ive sun is reiterated in the timely
and successful "dear ray · of line 400), and words like · vault,· "furled,- - t.runk,- and
"[u nk," work extreme ly well in the app ropriate ly clanking word music or the last five
Jines. Arndt brings out the cont rasts in the first and second stanzas by simply preservi ng
the youthful freshness of lines 302·397 and the forcefulness of Jines 400-409, and ends up
wit h the most passionate and poetically faithful version of this passage treated here.
Whi le many will find this highly str ung pitch overbea ring when sustained through the
ent ire rnono.ogue, these two stanzas are well served by t he confidence and rhythm ic
drive displayed here.
390
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Night/lines 388-409
Fulllu nar light , tha t J'OU might stare
T he last time nowon my despair!
How often I' ve been waking here
At myoid desk till ycu appeared,
And over pape rs, Dotes, and books
I ca ught , my gloomy Iriend, you r looks.
Oh, that up on a mounta in height
I couldwalk in your lovely light
And noat wit h spirits round caves and trees,
Weave in your twilight through the leas,
Cast dust y knowledge overboard,
And bathe in dew unt il restored.
St ill this old dungeon , still a mote!
Cu rsed be this moldy walled-in hole
Where heaven's lovely light must pass
And lose its luster, th rough stained glass.
Confined with books, and every tome
Is gnawed by worms, covered with dust,
And on the walls, up to the dome,
A smoky pape r, spots of rust;
En closed by tubes and jars tha.t breed
More dust , by instruments and soot ,
Ancestral fur nitu re to boct-.
That is your world! A world indeed!79
79fu!!, trans. Kaufmann, pp. 95-97.
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Kaufmann's translation in ge-neral is characterizcd by simple and intelligent
solutions to the many problems of putting Faud into English. and though his ver.;ionIII
this p3SMge is faithful to the form and meaning of the origin:L1. be seems to shoot j q ~t
wi de 01 t be mari. . A!J ill . U the tu.nslations of t his pas..c;age, and in th e original, we ean
Itt the basil' tenor of the whole IhiDgfrom the opening apostrophe - - Fultl uuee liKht,
that you might stare ." In spite 01 tb e exdamatio nmark in line 387, the measured pace
aDd legato phrasing of the opening is sustained beautifully th roughout to line 307 witb
many unusual touches. such as the addition 01 "trees" and "( elLS" and the Dovel · C:lSI
dusty knowledge overboard,· , complementing a convincing echo of Goethe's lyric voice.
The second group 01 verses is also quite readable but it does not achieve much of :L
contrllllt in language or tone. Line 308 is noticeably weak and low-key, and Ka.ufmalln's
fondness for liquids, carried over into this section with phrasell like - still a mole,"
"walled-in bole," and "lose its Juster,· takes the edge oll tbe origin.J end extends the
....ist ful nostalgia of:the first passage. The re are also some questionable additions like
-spots of rust " in line 405 - te. eeteb the rhyme on - dust - which, by appearing also in
lines 387, 306, and 407, becomes a littl e pedantic - and - soot- to make a frivololl!l
rhyme on "to boct vin lines 407-408. Kaurm:um's translat ion, therefore, while fresh and
immanently readable, does not succeed in t ransfering into English t he feel of lines
4QO.4OQ, and the mood remains closer to ironic vexation than mounting despair .
3DO
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Nig ht/ Lines 388· ·iQ9
Bright moon! Howmany nights I'd ask
Your presence with me at this desk,
Sad friend of midnight who would gaze
On booksand parchments, would my days
Andall my suffering were past,
And this night' s visit was your last.
Or that , on some tall mountain's height
I wandered in your well-loved light,
Communed with spirits in the eaves
orhills, found meadowswashed with waves
ormoonlight! Freed from learnings mist
I'd bathe in dew and rise refreshed.
But yet I am a prisoner. Still
w elled-up in th is accursed hem
The paintings on the window even
Serve to deflect the light of heaven.
Tbis pile of books, a dungeonwall
Rising to the ceiling's dome!
Worm eaten! Dusty!And a pall
or smoke-sta ined paper charred to chrome
Crowns all. Row alter serried row
Ot glaeseaInstrum ents galcr e,
Lumber, boxes by the score--
That is your world, my friend! If you call it so.80
I
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"Slrkl ly speaking, P rudhoe 13kes far too many hberties with th ese lim'S to hatl '
produced 3. "f3ithful" tr anslation, but when stratf'gil'S and dl'l'initions ar e pUI 3..~i d('. one
must ackno wledge t he skill Ytitb which he bas reproduced the j)Oe't ry or the original.
While stari ag dose to Goethe'! metrics. Prudboe alten :l grut deal and brin(F;l' :aooul
much of the sa me lenlliag-otr effect of his u cbangel eboruses. fi rst of all. he rnnrl'h' l'll
of th e passage as ODe unit by joining the two verse paragraphs together. T hen, by
rearr anging the first six lilies and tu rning the idea or Ihu angew3cbt l in line 38ll into
"I'd ask" (now in line 386) and linking this 00 the next seetion begin ning at line 3fI:!.
P rudhoe achieves a unified symmet ry where the origina l is the mote spontaneous oUlt'ry
of a cloistered spirit ·· "Ach, konot ieh dceh auf Bergeebchn." T he effect of "But yet I
am a prisoner - is simila.rly understat ed compan d to the cng inal - Weh! steek' ich in dem
Kerker noeht, - but Prudh oe has a defini te momentum in mind for t hese lines , and the
te mpo sta rts to accelerate in line ·m!. Th e verse then acquires the proper exclamatory
punch in line 404 and a nicely satirical, percussive bite with "smoke-stained paper
eberred to chromej Cro-.vu . 11 " (lines 40~4(6) , and it continues in 3 cont rolled g:\llop,
..rith a.fine rhyme on "galore" and "by the score, " until the dash at the end of line 408.
Th e wry observations of the last line erfed a eoetrolled rit:u-daado and round of( the
passag e, thereby linking it tid ily to what precedes and what follows it , in a way foreign
to th e br ute force of the origiaa l: "Das ist deine Welt . Das hei6t eine Welt!" T hus one is
tempted to conclude much of thi s translatio n seems like a victory of English o rderliness
over T eu tonic energy , but Prud hoe' s achievement is nonetheless impr essive when one
conside rs the effortless readability and technic al success of the passage.
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from Night
Db if this were the last time the full moon found me here in my
agony. How often have 1 sat at my desk among my books watehing
Ior you in the deep of night till at last, my melancholy friend,
you came. Oh to be out on the hilltopsin YOUt lovely light,
float ing among spirits at some cavern's mouth or merging into
your meadows in the dimness. Oh to be clear, once and fot all,of
this pedantr y, this stench, and to wash myself in your dew and be
well again.
But where am U Stilla prisoner in this stiOing bole, these
walls, where even th e sun light that filters in is dimmed and
discoloured by the painte d panes, surro unded from floor to
ceilingby dusty, worm-eaten bookshelves with tbis sooty
paper stuc k over them, th ese instruments everywhere, these
beakers, these retor ts, and then, on top or that , my ramily goods
and chattels. Ca ll tha t a world~l
B l~. tran8.Fairley. p.8.
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If Pr udhoe's version of this passage rounded off its tough edges and · uoin('d" its
structure, Fairley's rendition all but obfirerntea any of the otlginal poetry. Wbt.ly
avoiding the opening address, Fa.irle)' opens with the sensible ·Oh if this were the last
time the full moon found me here" but he picks it up in the next line and continues in
the same rhetorical vein with -Ob to be out on the hilltops" and "Oh to be clear, "
which produce a tone of wbining rather than longing. Although the choice of words is
good and the sentence structures are clear, there is a general feeling of a slightly strained
mixtu re of the poetic and the prosaic: everyday phrases like "where am I!" and "Call
tbat a world!" rub shoulders witb "my melancholy friend" and "deep of night,· and
while the assonance of the many open vowels in the first sect ion works well, the
consonance of "dimmed and discoloured,· "painted panes," and "floating among spirits
at some cavern's mouth or merging into your meadows" ("your" presumably rererring to
the moon) sounds odd and out of place, Th e second section is particularly disappointing,
and though Fairley tries to hin t at the mounting intensity by combining everyth ing and
framing the passage with two short questions, the words do not nave enough explosive
charge, except for ·retorts," and the colloquial Irustr at icn or "Call that a world ?" is not
suUiciently prepa red Ior and is spoilt by the question mark, Clearly, a passage like this
loses a great deal when put into even t he most lucid prose, yet one must adm it that
Fair ley unassum ingly etrects a kind of droning melancholy in t he reader, even t hough he
does not capt ure the more grandiose despair ol the original.
Chapter IV: GRE T CHENS STU DE
GRETCHEN am Spinnradt aUtin.
MeineRub ' istbin ,
3376 MeinHera ist schwer;
Icb findesien immer
Undn immermehr.
w o lcb ihn nlcbt bsb',
Ist mir da.sGrab,
3380 Die ganzeWelt
Ist mir vergjllt.
Meie ermer Kcpt
Ist mir verrilckt,
Mein a.rmerS inn
3385 Ist mir zerstUckt.
Meine Ruh'ist bin,
Mein Hen ist sehwer:
Ich Iindesie nimrner
Und nimmermebr.
33{l0 Nseb ibm nur schau' ieh
Zum Fensterhlnaus,
Nacb ibm nur geb' ieh
Ausdem Haus.
aass
Sein heberGang,
Sein' edleGesta lt,
Seines MendesLiieheln,
Seiner Augen Gewalt,
3~05
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Ued seiner Rede
Zalibernll,S,
Seio Hinde-druck,
Unda eh seinK u,S!
Meine-Rub' ist bin,
Mein Henist sehwer;
Ieh Ilnde sle nimmar
Undnim mermehr.
Mein Busen dringt
Sieh nleb ihm hin.
Aeb durrt' ieb lassen
Und halten ibn,
Undkussen ihn,
So wie icb wcllr,
Anseinen Kiissen
Yergeben sollt't82
..
82Gotthe,f:!!:!!,pp.l07. I09.
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T he so-called "Gretchen-Tragedy· (lines 2605-383-1), included in the Ur/au d or
17;&, makes up the entire SCl .id haa of Part 1 and remains~the's boldesl. departure
from tradition ! sources or the Faust legend, Mao, suggestions have h en otleeed to
aeeouut (or the importance Goethe gave this episode. and it h:1S ~D variousl,
considered a reneetioDof an ll@;e preceeupied with sed!Jctiotl., an attempt on the poet's
par t to purge bimseU or his own misgivings abo ut relations with women (in partkular
with Fr iederike Brion), a development of the single reference to a seduction in the
Pfitzer Faust book of 1614, and a typically · Sturm lind Dr ang" denunciation of middle-
class society, written in response to the execution, for infanticide, of one Susanna
Ma.rga.rethe Brandt in Frankfurt on Janu ary 14, 1712.83 Whatever th e ultimate source
or combination of sources, the Gretch en tragedy came to assume an essentia l signiliesaee
for Fau,t , nltboup;h not beeause of the themes of libertinism end inbnticide that
spawned !IO many operatic imitation" wrceg-beeded 5OCioiogical inte rprt>ta tions, and
"Modelltheorien." 8t There is DO doubt about t he criticism orGretchen', bourgeois world,
an environment built largely upon repressin! the dark side of human existence Faust is
compelled to explore, but hints of the tu ll import of the Cr ekhen episode are found in
line ...583 (with the half·d ernented Gretc hen saying ' Wir werdea liDS wiedersehen ") and
lines 1206G-jS witb the inte rcession of a Penitent Spirit on Faust 's bebalr (-UNA
POE NITEN11UM , , on, t Gretchen gt!nannj') . Just :u Fa ust acts as tb e instrume nt of
her destruction, Gretch en becomes th e instrum ent of hi, ultima te salvation by
83Et1l5tBeutler, "Die Kiad5mijrderia," II Erut Beutler, FMall urn Goethe, voJ. I {iA'ipzi&: 1!J111, pp.
os.W.
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representing, through her aut hentic love and self-sacrifice, an embodiment of the highest
object of Faustian str iving _. t he - Ewig·Weiblicbc- of the final Chorus mysticll' " tor
the whole Gretchen tragedy is really the lynch-pin in Goethe's attemp t to show that t he
cont raries of Faustian and Mephistc pheliau impulses are necessary to lire and th at
Gretc hen shall, like wertbe r, come I :'> grief by dwelling in a universe of her emotions,
and by being Iorced to swim against the tide of her society when it thwa rts her
individua lity.
Goet he hIlStra ditionally disconcerted critics (and translators] by disregarding both
the conventionsof the drama and the philosophical needs of the argument in Fallsl when
a purely lyrieal or emotional eventuality presents itself, end this is certa inly t rue or the
Gretchen tr agedy, which seems to be writt en "ror its own sake, IS& For its part , the scene
"Gretcheus Stube" (lines 3374-3413) was obviously composed without rererence to the
preceding scene "Wald UDd Wihle" - Gretchen's dist ress is clearly not based on the
belief Faust has lert her, as Mephistopheles claims in lines 3330-31 - but it does serve the
function of providing a motivation for the discussion of religion in -Mer thes Gar ten "
and explaining Gretchen's accepta nce of Faust's sleeping potion for her mother, for the
scene is essentially a declarat ion or her deep and eelrless love tor Faust.
Gretc hen's speech, like ber values and beliefs, contras ts with Faust's in that it is
st ill rooted in oral tr adition and ancestral rhythm, so it is fitt ing that in a quiet moment
at the spinning-wheel she should speak a rhymed, song-like monologue about her
powerful and confused feelings (she does the same in ber prayer to the Virgin in
"Zwinger" and in her mad, Ophelia-like SODg! in the final scene of Part I), Th ese
8Slbid"P ,44,
.0
episodes achieve an intense, lyrical (OClI S on Gretchen and formalize her emotions in a
way that is certa inly diUicult to tra nslate effectively: the song at the spinning-wheel, not
necessarily sung, is wrought in simple jour-line, rhymed stanzas with a loose two-stress
iambic beat , but recurr ing words like - hin,· "ist mit,' and "ni mmermehr" (t he latter
made especially dirri<'ult arter the effective drone of "Nevermore" in Poe's "T he
Raven!") are deeply embedded in a German idiom and necessitate changes in the basil,'
structures when put into English. Fortuna tely for the translator there are few feminine
endings, but it shall be seen that a smooth and adequate translation of these wistful
versesinto Englishis DO easy task.
3385
3390
3395
3400
3405
3410
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MARGARETE'S ROOM
GRETCHEN (1I1oneat the 8pi nn ing I(·hetl). ~h he:\ft is sad,
my peeee is e'er,
I'll findit never
and eevermcre.
w hee jc ee is he,
the graye I see,
the world is gall
and bitterness all.
Alas my head
is racked and crazed.
my thougbt is lost,
my sensesmazed.
My heart is sad,
my peace is o'er,
I'll rind it never
and nevermore.
To see him, only,
at the pane I sit,
to meet bim,only,
the house I quit.
His lofty gait ,
his eoble Iorm,
Ihe smile 01 his mouth,
his glances warm,
and the magic now
or his talk, the blis.!.
in tbe claspof his band,
and, ah! his kiss!
Mybeartis sad,
my peace is o'er,
1'\lliDd it never
and nevermore.
My bosom yearns
for bim alone;
abl might I clasp bim,
and bold, and cwel
and kiss his moutb,
to beart ', desire,
and OD biskisses
.':
atbst (>xpirelSlS
Taylor's version of the spinr ung-wheel song is generally good and has aged bcu cr
than the other parts of his translat ion we hnve seen, The basic feel is still a lin l.,
antiquated: phrases like "my peace is o'er,· "to meet him, only, " and - tbc house I quit"
are definitely quaint, t bough st ill workable and perhaps defensible in view of Gretchen's
middle class, hence speech-conscious background. Some lines, like the hnrsf and
academic "my head/ is racked and crazed" and "my senses mazed" are doubtful, hut the
successful refrain (with its reversal of the first two lines to avoid ambiguity) and indeed
the last four st anzas show ingenuity in the verse, flexibility in th e rhythm, and sensitivity
to the essence of th e original. Typically, when Ta ylor paints himself into a corner by
trying to mirror the original in a difficult moment, as in the fifth stanza, the result is
strained; when he dares to play wlth the inner st ruct ures for the sake of clu ity, as in th e
addit ion of "the bliss in· (stanza 7) and "alone" and · own" (stanza g), the result is
convincing. Stanae 6 is an especially good example of simplicity and success, though the
substitution of "his glances warm" for "seiner Augen Gewalt" does seem to be a
concession to the rhyme wit h "noble form," whatever one might thin k of its poetic
faithfulness,
G RETCHEN'S CHAMBER
GRETC HEN by th e spin lling-wheel, alone.
GRETCHEN.
My peace is gone,
3375 My heart is sore;
Can rind it never
And nevermore.
When he is ned,
My soul is dead,
3380 My world is all
As bitt er gall.
My wretched head
Is all askew,
My bit of sense
3385 AJI come in two.
My peace is gone,
My beart issore;
Can rind it never
And nevermore.
33g0 Just him I spy
At the window [or,
Just him 1 fly
To meet outdoor .
His Doble frame
3395 Tall gait and stand ,
Th e smile of his lips
His eye's command,
And then his speech
ormagic bliss,
3400 His hand on mine,
And cb, his kiss!
My peace is gone,
My heart is sore;
Can find it never
3405
3410
And nevermore.
My bosom strains
u nto bis elasp,
Ah, eould I gatber
And bold him fast,
And kiss him, oh,
The way I felt,
Under his kisses
WOlld SWooDand melt!87
,,:~
"
87~. lrall•. Ar.adt. pp.8 2.83.
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This rendition of Gret chen's song is much more strict ly iambic than Tay lor's . und
while it is basically readable, Arnd t 's restless dictiou often distu rbs th e evenness or ti lt'
t ranslat ion, tur ning it into an alte rnat ion of successful with quest ionable couplets. Stann
3 has the odd - My wretched head/I s all askew- followed by th e nicely S('IC-err:lcing ·M y
bit orsense/ All come in two. s while stau ze 6, with its prosaic and empty "his speech/ Or
magic bliss," and stanza. 10, where the simplicity ort he first three lines is bludgeoned by
- Would swoon and rnelt," are similarly marred. Some questions also come in stanz a '!
with "w hen he is ned " (suggesting what Mephistopheles erroneously claims in lines
3330-31), in stanza 6 witb the inventive but not total ly sa tisfying - stand,- and in the
completely unfortu nate sta uaa 5. T he all-important refrain is str aighUorward and good,
though Arndt rather pedantically eremps out the meter by omitt ing -I- from the third
line and making two words out of «nevermore," and many will be unccnvinccd by the
substit ution of "sore" for "sehwer " in "Mein Hen ist schwer, " though Kaufmann and
Pr udhoe also use it.SS A!i in his ·Zueignun g,· Arndt has unfor tunately interrupted the
conti nuit y of his tra nslation by refusing to leave well enough alone.
88A& late as 1917, Yeal5 tould wriu "Alld 1l0Wmy heart b IOTe' ill line 14 or bi!!poem · Tb~ Wild
Swan5 at Coole,"
; 0
GRE TCHEN'S ROO M
Where bim I not have
Tbere ls mr greve.
3380 Tbis world is all
Turned into gall.
His lofty gait,
His noble guise,
The smileof bis mouth,
The Ioree 01his eyes,
For bim only I look
From my window seat,
For him only 1go
Out into tbes treet.
My peace is gone,
My heart is sore;
I find it never
And nevermore.
GRETCHEN (allhe , pinni", ll'hed, alone):
My peace is gone,
3375 My beart issore;
ltind it eerer
And nevermore.
Andmy poor bead
Is quite insane,
And my poor mind
3385 Is rent witb pain.
330'
3300
And hi5words' now-
Enchanting bliss-
3400 The touch of his hand,
And, oh, hiskiss.
My peace le gcne,
My heart is sore;
1find it never
3405 And nevermore.
My bosom surges
For him alone,
Oh that I could clasp him
And hold him so,
3410 And kiss him
To my hear t's content,
Tillinbiskisses
I werespent.89
S9Faust, trans. Kaurman,pp . 321·23.
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This translation by Kaufmann is also an example of good work marred h)' a lew
severe problems, especially in the more troublesome spots. The reteetn is fine, with a alec
suggestion of the st rangeness of Gretchen's new and troubled feelings in the wistful "I
find it never" of the third line, and indeed most of the poem is convincing :l.D\1 readaMI',
but t he second stanza's - Where him I not have/There is my grave· is a slavish ntl l'mllt
to ape the original format, end stanza S is either an unfortun at e lapse or a mischievous
parody of Gretchen's simpleness. The line "my poor mind/ Is rent with pain" i,s also not
the best rendition of "Mein armer Sinn/ 1st mit zerstfickt, I and yet everything else in the
song reads effortlessly and is certainly poetically faithfu l: stanza 6 is the tru est among
the five t ranslat ions, stanza 7 is a model or ingenious simplicity , and the 1:15t two stanzas
are laudable translations or Goethe's words . It is, tnerelore, a great shame stanzas 2 and
I) are such spoilers in an otherwise excellent version or the spinning-wheel song.
·i
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G retchen 's Roo m
Gretchen alone at th e eplnnlng-wheel
337S
3380
3385
3300
330S
3·iOO
3405
My peace is gone,
My heart is sore,
I' ll rind it Dever
Nevermore.
Deniedhim here,
My death is near ,
The world end all
Is turned to gall.
My aching head
Can think DOthought,
My aching sense
Becomes distraught.
~fy peace is gone,
My heart is sore,
I'll find it never
Nevermore.
I gaze thro ugh windows
For himalone,
I seek him only,
Leavin,r:home.
His mien is noble,
Hlscerriege tall,
His lips are smiling,
His eyes enthra ll.
His eloquence-
Enchanted bliss.
His touch- delight!
And oh! His kiss!
My peace is gone,
My heart issore,
I'll find it never
Nevermore.
3" 0
My spirit year ns
To have him here,
To clasp him to me
And bold him near.
To kiss he re
With longiog breath ,
And io my kisses
Greet my de3.lh.oo
OOF':au,t . tralu , Pradboe, pp.Uf-I S.
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Pru dhoe's usual intelligence and unpredictabili ty are present in th is p :ls~a R(· . As ill
Arndt 's t ranslation of th is song , th e anapestie teet in lines 33713lind 3.'lllit·R; h:wl' IW"1L
ironed out, which does not accentu ate the wistfulness and dclicney of Gretchen's spl't'('h
but rat her furthers the impr ession she is actually singing, in the regular style or a folk-
song. The refrain is exemplary and stanza 5 is an excellent solution In lin t~ tha t
confound most t ranslato rs. Stanzas 3, 6, and j , on the other hand. ha ve word s like
- distraught,' "m ien, · "entbrall,· and - eloquence. s which sound too schooled lor a folk-
song by Gretchen, and neither the empty ' with longing breath " for "wie leh wollt " nor
the vague "my spirit yearns ' for "Mein Busen d rangt- do justice to th e sudden flare-up
of passion in t he last two stanzas, where P rud hoe has also removed the exd nmation
marks and ton ed down the utterance. The Ger man folk-song element is also
strengt hened by the explicit mention of the death-wi sh in the last line, and while 1I11~
ingenuity and independent effectiveness of this t ranslation is without question, ther e is n
troubling sense tha t there is mceb more of the tast eful, scholarly translator abont this
passage than there is of the poet.
sce ne 15 GRE TC HEN'S ROOM
GRETCHEi'\ alone, at the spinlli' lg-whul
My heart is heavy, my peace is gone. I shall never find my peace
again.
When be's not there, its like the e..ave. The wholeworld, all or
it, is soured.
~'1y poor head is quite unhinged, my thoughts are broken to pieces.
My heart is heavy, my peace is gone. I shall never rind my peace
again.
U I go to the window, I'm looking ror him. I'm looking roehim,
when lleeve the house.
His tall figure, his walk, his smile, his piercing gaze.
His magic words, the feel of his hands. And, ch, when he kisses
me.
My heart is heavy, my peace is gone. I shall never find my peace
again.
My body, yes, my body waals him, Ob just to take bim and just to
hold him.
And kiss and kiss him the way I'd like, though I dieof thc
kissing.OJ
O l~, trnl, Fl i r ley , p, 50.
,'.jT bis p:l.SSage Item f"i!l . )" , vcesicn IS an eu rnpl" of t he "hi"f da ng" r of :I pr' 'M'
tunsl:lt ion of Faust - ending up with a poeti c uu craeee hanging on :I barren skeleton in
th e no-man's-land between poet r)' and prose . Fa irley hu ('('rb. inly served up the m:l.teri:lI
essenee of the verse, but this passage deman ds th e formalized st ructure on ly a ballad-like
stanza ean ~1'l! it , for it is precisely throu gh metr ical epeeeh th:l.t Gretche n, :L~ we h:l.\"('
seen, achieves some kind of eeasible order in her moments of powerful emot ion, As it i.~
here, th e spinning-whl!t'l song hangs in a limbo of fragmentary, prosaic th oughls, and by 't o
setti ng o rr each stanza in a. separate line and repeating the unrhymed relrain, Fn irlry
makes wh at might have Leen a defensib le, if bland, confession of Gre tchen's feelings
sound empty, t iresome, and slightly unba lanced. Such a lack-lustre rea din g is all the
more d isappointing, since Gretchen's song is one of the best examples in Fauill of (,:'Itly
"Stur m und Or ang " directness giving way to formal ized elegance in a later revision, and
Fairley, who knew tbis a nd much mor e about Fau,t tha n most , could ~ur('ly have
capt u red some of t hat in his nnible prose .
"
Chapter v, WALPURGISNACHT
FAUST(mil der Jungen tanzend) .
Ein st bat t' ieb cinco schonen Traum;
Da eeb teb einen Apfelbaum ,
4130 Zwei schone Apfel gli nzten dr an,
Sic reiaten mich, iehstieg hinan.
DIE SCHOENE. DeeApfelchen bcgehrt ibr sebr,
Und eehon vom Paradiese her.
Von Fre uden rub!' ieh mich bewegt ,
4135 DIl.8such rnein Garten seiche tr agt .
MEPIflSTOPHELES: (mil der All en):
Einst batt ' ieb einen waste n Traum;
Da sab ieh elaen gespaltnen Baum ,
Der batt ' ein- --j
So - es war , gefiel mit 's doch.
4140 DIE ALTE . feb biete Meinen bestcu GrttlJ
Dem Ritter mit dem Pferdefu.8!
Halt Er einen•• •• bereit,
Wen D Er _ •• - nicbt scbeut.92
tlZGoethe, Fausl, pp.I20-30.
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Although th ere is no evidence wonecti ng th e Faus t tradition with tile May Day
witches' sabbath OD the Brccken, it is the scene · Walpurgisnacht· that took most of
Goethe's atten tion when be resumed work on Faust in 1797. The scene is a logical
extension of the hocus-pocus in "Hexeukiiches -- indeed, "Die Alte" who dances with
Mephistopheles ma y be intended as the witch from this earlier scene, for she is called
"Hexe aus det K iiebe" in an ea.rly sketch of · Walpurgisnacht" •• and while the scene
may be theatr ically im possible, it has the drama tic Iu aetioe of an inter lude, giving
Gretchen's story t he time necessary 10 reach its climax (including the birth of her child
and her imprisonment) and intensifying the tragedy by showing F aust seeking oblivion at
a wild party, with Mephistopheles trying to keep he r fa.te from F aust hy distracting him
with his best diversions, whieh F aust shall later call "abgeschmackte Zerstreuu ngen.e
Goethe originally conceived this scene on II. larger scale with more picaresque
detail, in the style of the many books of medieval folk ta les and pseudo-scientific lore he
found in the ducal library in Weimar, but as we saw in the scene "Nacht, " where Faus t
puts orr much of the wizardry and superstition of th e cha pbooks and begins to represent
the plight of moder n man, Goethe' s view of tbis scene changed from a specific emphasis
on the orgiastic rev els of the witc hes' sabbatb to a more genera lized May Day fest ival
importan t to the d rama 's larger purpose. In short , t he "w elpurgieuecht" came to dep ict
th e grosser, animal end of the spectrum of humanity, contrasti ng as a kind of dru nken
mirage with the sa tirieal expose or human folly in the a miable, escapist vagaries of th e
following scene ·Walpurgisnachtstraum,"
The poet st ill manages a true lour de force in th is scene, combining erfort le!iS
lyrics, dialogues, dcuble-entendree, and worldly jibes wit h the bacchanal oCthe witches '
oj
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revelry, amid a host of caricatures aimed at some of Goethe 's contemporaries. Lines
4128-41, with their bl!.\ta nt sexua l innuendo in the folk sty le, show Goeth e's enjoyment at
challenging norms of decency and decorum, though it seems that the orig inal publisher
thought it wise to leave out the strongly suggestive bits and print lines .a13S-3g and
4142-43 with dashes. But as Walter Ka ufmann points out, the text becomes Iar less
obsce ne when one aetu ally adds the necessary words:
One gl thers that t he publisher balked at printing, "th e witch Iart s, I and
that Goet he, very characteristicaJly, eomptied » by allowing bim to print "t he
witch f-s. " T he point here is exactly the same in the original German. Th e
exchange bet ween Mephisto and the old witch ... was bowdler ized in the same
way: 15 long as - hole" could not be printed, Goethe also substit uted a dash (or
"tremendous- and, in the next line, for "big- •• and similnrly in t he witch's
reply. e ver since, Faust has been printed that way, and readers have
supposed t hat the intended text is infinitely coarse r than it is in ract.93
The re is certai nly an echo from the Song or Songs in these rhymcs,9~ and along
with the comic relief and diversion, the re are connections between th is repartee and the
pairing in the scene "Garten" which underscore typically Occtbeen cont rasts:
Es ist nichl au iibersehen, daP Goethe in dieser Metap horik die
wuchsbdt- iippige gegen die aerstorte Natu r ~etz t, daB eucb die
Aufwar tsbewegung Fausts (in dem Bestelgen des "Baums"] die
Gegenbewegung Mephistos auslos t. Man ware da her vcrsueht [zumal diese
Perajlele wcbl benbsicbtigt ist ), wie in der Ga etenseene des Te urlische nut als
Gegenbild zu dem jetat urn so heller heraus tretenden Nat urlich·MI'Dsebliehen
au nebmen, wenn nieht eucb die JUDge Hcxe Iraglcs sum Gefolge Mephistcs
gehorte.os
93Wa.ltu Kaufmalll, ill ' 11l ~roduetioll, ' Faust, lrall' . I<a.urmallll, p. 26-27.
9· ' 1say I "ill climb t be palm tree alld l3.y bold or its brancbes. Ob, may your br~:>5l.s be like dU~l~n of
the ville, and Kellt your breath like apples, and your kias~5 be like lb~ beat wine lbat goes down sml)/)lbly,
glidiogo'ffl lips atld teeth .·
95paul Requadt, G~tbes Fa ust I: Lf!itmotivik ulld Archit~ ktur (Municb: W. Fink Vt:rlag, 1072),p. 301.
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Something of a tran slato r's humou r and · personalit)·· is revealed in a ribald
passage. in the same way the comprehensiveness and scope of a dict ionary can he
measured by its store of scatological words. In this passage from the · Wlllpurgisnad tl,·
a measure of wit and natu ralness of language is necessary to make th e exchange
believable, and very close attention must be pa id to the metrics, since t he SUCCI;!SS of 311
such verse depends on the qua lity of the versilicafion and the cleverness of t he rhyme.
Above all, naturaln ess must be sought in the wit of the exchange, and Mcphistophclian
overtones of the scene should not be too explicit here.
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WALPURGIS NIGHT
FAUST (danci ng with the pretty }oung Witch).
A lovely dream came once to me,
in which I saw an apple tree.
4130 In it shone lovely app les two
and tempted me to climb thereto.
YOUNG WIT CH. Apples have been your great desire
e'er sincein Eden was your sire.
And I am moved wit h joy to know
4135 that such within my garden grow,
MEPmSTOPHELES (dancing wi th the Old Witch) .
An ugly dream once came to me,
in which I saw a cloven tree.
In it there was a great big split ,
yet, wideas 'twas, I fancied it.
4140 OLD WITCH. In kindest welcome I salute
the knight who bas th e cloven foot!
Have the right plug e-reedr here,
i! thoudost not a vacuum rear!96
9~aQ~t, traDS. Taylor, pp. 278-80.
g.
Tbough Taylor is I rDerally faithful to the meaning aDd form of tbese lint'S, he does
hot quite capture the necessary simplicity and naturalnm . He r;el$ oft to a good start in
the first sta nn .. though this is interrupted a littl e by the inversion of line -1130 and the
addition 01 "t hereto" in line n 31 to mah the rhyme. and he does alter the original
men iog by ehanging "ith stier; hiu D" to "tempted me to climb," perha ps to reinjoree
the theme of tempta tion in the next couplet. Ta ylor is alone among our five t ranslators
in u lling Faust's dancing part ner simply "Young Witch,' and his line 4133 of her reply
is an inventive solution to ' vom Par adiese her,' hut the inverted word order, the
unnecessary "e'er,' and the unfortunate ' sire" slow tbings down and sound amateu rish.
The replies of Mephistopheles and the Old Witch are rairly sueeeesful, with surprising
blunt ness ia "great big split " in line 4138 and t he image in lines 4142-43, yet there is st ill
3 bending or natural speech to racilita te rhymes, espeeially in lines n 38-ag and 4(42," 3,
and words like "ugly" (ror "wust" ), "plug," and "n cuum" ate Dot the best choices. In
general, this passage is Dot badly tran slated, but it still h3Senough ant iquated ballast to
make it too unenglish to be considered poetkaUyfaithrul.
••
Walpurgis Night
FAUST. [dancing with theYOUNG ONE]
In a fair dream tbat once I dreamed,
An apple-tree appeared to me,
4130 On it two pretty apples gleamed,
T hey beckoned rne: I climbed the tree.
THE FAIR ONE.
You've thought such apples very nice
Since Adam's fall in Par adise.
I'm happy to report to you,
4135 My llule orchard bears them too.
MEPIDSTOPHELES. IwUhTHE OLDONEI
In a wild dream tbat once I dreamed
I saw a eleven tree, it seemed,
It had a black almigbty bole;
Black as it was, it pleased my soul.
4140 THE OLD ONE. I welcome to my teary roof
Th e baron with tbe cloven boof!
I hope he's brought a piston tall
T o plug the migbty hole witball.97
91~ traQI.A rnd t , p. 102.
.'~
"Arndt sham subtlety and invention in t his exchange, as well as a willingnesa to
cbange the original a litt le Cor the sake or darity. Faust's optoin g Terse L'I given the
rhyme scheme d ab plus a lilting upbeat, with an anapest and a spondee in the first two
reet aDd a fine dactylic seeoad Coot in the second lioe (though th e semicolon dividing the
last line should perhaps have Callen more uturally alt er -gleamed- in the tbird linl'l.
I.lld whereas Mephistopheles' reply in the original is an exact metrical parody oCFaust' s
rhyme, Arndt varies it with a successful enjambment in tbe second line and a semicolon
after -bole" in the tbird line.
T he lines or t he t wo witches are also quite successful, with excellent clarity in th e
speech of "The Fair One" and an interesting rendition or -Ich biete meinen beeten
e ru,," lIS "I welcome to my leafy roof, · perhaps inte nded as a parody of the tree-mont
of line ·1131. Arndt 's dieticn works with the passage here, as words like -almighty- and
"please my soul" in lines 4138-3101 are wonderfully Mephistophelian, and "piston taU- or
the last couplet also suits the lively character 0' the exchange. ODeunique featur e of this
translatio n is the word "black" modifying "bole" in linn 4(38-30; while the ot her
translate" fill the blank ill the origin l line with a reference to the size of the hole,
Arndt has made aD imaginative gesture by offering other equally valid connotations and
possibilities. Whether Arndt wanted "black hole- to suggest the bollow immensity and
intense gravita tional force of a collapsed star is doubtful, but his rendering or this and
the entire exchange mainta ins a lively spirit and a convincing naturalness, and one feels
that tbe meaning and form of the original have heen well served.
'I
g,
WALPURGlS' NIGHT
FAUST (dancing with the young one):
A pretty dre em on ce came to me
In which I sawen appletree;
4130 Two pretty apples gleamed on it,
Th ey lur ed me, and I climbed a bit.
TIlE FAIR ONE:
You find t he little a.pples nice
Since tirst they grew in P aradise.
And I am happy telling you
4135 That they grow in my garden, too.
MEPIllSTO (wi th theold one):
A wanton dreamonce carneto me
In which I sawa cloven tree.
It had the most tremendous hole;
Tbough it was big, it pleased my soul.
THE OLDONE:
4140 [ greet you witb pr ofound delight,
My gentle, cloven-footed knight!
Pro vide the proper grafting-twig,
Il you don't mind the hole so big.9g
9Sf!.!!!!,t ranl. KaurmaPD,p p. 379-81.
As usual, Kaufmann provides this pessage witb a Iaithlul, prclesaionnl trao$lat.ion
witb some mild distractions. Que wishes somehow that phrases like · pretty d.rl'affi,·
"gleamed on it ," and ·1 ali i happy telling you" did not sound so "translated," though
th'1 surpr ising th ing about this passage is the strangely belligerent lone or the "Old
One," whose greeting to the "gl.'ntle" Mephistopheles with the unfortunate "profound
delight " is much mote sarcastic the a the good-humoured ribbing of the original. All the
choice bits or th e last two stanzas are adequately interpreted, but Mephistopheles' reply
to Faust 's dream has no subtlety or charm, and the effect of "grafting-twig" is academic
and art ificial. Thu s the passage as a whole is surely workable, yet cannot be considered
totally satisfying or poeticnlly raithful.
9.
WALPURGIS' NIGHT
FAUST(dancing with the young wilchl
One night I dreamed that I could see
The beauty of an apple tree .
4130 Two rosy apples were the prize.
That charmed me--I began to rise.
THE BEAUTIFULWITCH From Eden on, mennever tire
orapplessuch as you desire.
My garden, I can say with pleasure,
4135 P rovides such fruit ... in am pte measure.
MEPHISTOPHELES(with the Old Wit ch)
One night I dreamedthat I could see
A crevice in a cloven tree.
T he bole the lightn ing-nash could rend
W9.S large -but still it served my eod!
4140 THE OLD WITCH T he warmest welcome greets you here
My cloven-footed cavalier.
Don't fear to enter the witch's grot
But be upshnding with all you 've got. 9V
99Faud , tra ilS, Prudhoe, p. 139,
ss
Prudhoe rises to the occasion of this repartee witb :l set of D:l.ughty var iations on
Goethe's themes, brimming with double-entendre and sometimes approaching :to
- Nachdicbtung· in its depar tu re from the original. One might reasonably object th:Ll the
ellipsis and the italies on - ample" in line 4135 ate unnecessarily blatant. that lines
4138-3{l are cont rived, and that -Dce't fear to enter the witch's I rot " is a liUIl!
unnatural and rhyth mically ' aulty, even though the spirit of the exchange is infectiously
lively. Th ere is also great liberty taken with the opening stann: the first Hoe h:1S Faust
dreaming of the "beauty· of the tree, which might be the result of padding to get the
rhyme OD · see/ tree,· and the last line leaves no doubt that Prudhoe is Do t preoccupied
with any Goethean symbolizing about t rees. In all, there is mueh inteeticus life and some
unabashed bawdiness here, especially in the final couplet of each eteme , so even thougb
some liberties are taken, they do not seem too harm ful to the spirit or intent of the
passage.
oe
WALPURGIS NIGHT
FAUST dancing with the young one
Once I barl a.lovely dream . I saw an apple t ree with two shining
apples on it. I climbed up alter t hem.
THE PRETTY ONE
You've always liked apples, ever sincePa radise. It pleases me to
think that my garden bears them.
MEPmSTOPHELES wHh the old one
Once I had a lurid drea m. I saw a cleCt tree. It bad a big hole
in it. Bigas it was, I liked it.
THE OLD WITCH
My compliments to the knight of the boor. Hold Ju dy you know
what, unless you Clink it.100
WOE!!!!!. trans. Fairley, p. 72.
The only verse to be found in tbis tr anslation or FtJu,t occurs in Gretchen's mad
song in th e scene - Kerker,- though one wishes tha.t Fairley had seen fit to \"ersir,. both
the spinning.w!leel song and these ii Dn hom the - \,,,' alpurgisna.chl .- This prose
rf'nditioD of the dance is literal and !Iat , conveying none of the lasdyious charm that
grins through the original and makes it believable. The erred of Mephisto's retort i.~
particularly nude and bald, especially in the last two lines which here do not continue
the parojy or Faust's lines, and the whole exchange has a disjoioted, unconnected
rhythm with no sense of now, As a result , the last remark by the "Old Witch,- though
more lively than the rest , stands out for want of preparat ion, and the erred of the phrase
"Iunk it, - particularly on North American readers, will probably seem either quizzical or
distasteful. Clearly, the choice of short , trunca ted sentences which work so well
elsewhere i! disastrous in a passage that demands, like 0. good limerick, either metrical
formality or consummate craft to be convincing, and Fai rley's prose ba.s communicated
ICS! than the bare skeleton of this odd corner of Fo.u, l.
9.
Obeptee VI: TRUBER TAG. FELD
Faust. Mephistopheles
FAUST . 1m Elend! Verzweifelnd! Erbarmhch au f dee Erde lange verirrt
nod nun gefaogen! Als Misset iiterin im Kerk er I U enteetatic hen
Qualen eingesperrt des bolde unselige Geschopf! Bis dahin !
dabio! - Verriite rischer, nicbtswiirdiger Geist, nod das hast
du mit verhe imlicht! - 5 teh nur , ste h! Walze die teufliechen
Augen ingrimmen d im Kept herum! Steh nod tru t ze mit dutch deine
uoertr agliche Gegenwart! Gefangen!Im unwiederbriaglicben
Elend!BOsco Geistern iibergeben und der rlchtenden
10 geriihlIoseo Meoschbeit! Uod mieh wiegst du indes in
abgeschmack ten Zersl reuungen, verb irgst mit three wachsenden
Jammer und lassest sic hillllos verderben!
MEPHISTOPHELES. Sic ist die Erste nicbt.
FAUST . Hund ! abscbe uliches Untie rt « wendle ihn , du unendlieher Geist!
15 wendle den Wurm wiede r in seine Hundsgeetal t , wieer sieh oft
nic htlicher w elle geflel, vor mir herzut rotte n, dem
harmlosen Wandr er vor d ie FiiiSe zu kollern und sich dem
niederetilraenden auf die Schulte rn zu bingen. Wandl' ibn
wieder in seine Lieblingsbildung, daiSer vor mir im Sa nd au!
20 dem Bauch kriecbe,ieh ihn mit FiiiSeo trete, den
Verworfnen! - Die Erste niebt! _. Jammer! Jamm er! von keiner
Menschenseele zu Iessen, da,8mehr els eiu Geschopf in d ie
Tiete dieees Elendes versan k, daiSnicbt das ers te genug tat
rur die Schuld aller iibrigen in seiner windend en Todesnot
25 vor den Augen des ewig Verzeihendeo! Mir wiiblt es Mar k und
Leben dureh, dee Elend dieeer Einzigen; du griosest gelassen
ilber dee Sehickeel von T ausend en hin!
MEPInSTOPHELES. Nun sind wir schon wiede r an der Grenze unscres
Witzes, de wo euch Mensehen dee Sinn iibersebn app t. Warum maehst
30 du Gemeineebatt mit uns, wenn du sie nicht durchfiihren kannst?
WilIst niegen uod bist vor m Schwindel nieht sic her? Dran gen
wir una dir auf, oder du dich uos!IOI
101Gotthe, E!!!!, pp. 137-38.
..
Eioige lr agische Seeeee waren in Prosa gt!cbrieben, sie sind dutch ihre
Natiirliehkeil und Stara l! in Verhi ltnis gegl'D das andere. gaol unertr3glich.
leh suehe sit' deswegen &~eDwirtig in Reime III hringen, da dean die Idee wit'
dut ch eieeu Flor durehsebeiat , die unmitteihare Withor; des ungeheuren
Stoffes aber gedimpfl wird,lO:!
Much speculation bu arisen abo ut why Gotth e versiCitd two of the origio:ll three
prose scen:s Ircm the Ur/ glut in later revisions - eAuerb3eh, Keller- for F,ul d : fin
Frdgment (1700) and - Kerker" tor FautJt: Der TragOdie Enter r eil (1808) - and the
above quotation Irom Goethe's letter to Schiller of May 5, 1708 says something of the
importance he attached to -T rGber Tag, I the only prose scene lelt in its early form.
QDe of the oldest scenes in the poem, "Trnber Tug" forms 11 di rect link wit b "Die
Seelen, deue n ich die ersten [Centes] sang" of the " Zueignung," for it was Goet he's
impassioned read ing of Faust's ti rade aga inst Mephistop heles th at sc deeply imp ressed
his circle or friends in Weimar. Some critics still hold tbat Goethe, influenced by
Sha kespeare 's use of prose for Fal!ta fr s dru nkenness and Ophelia's mad ness, became
selr-ecnseic us abo ut the roughness of his o riginal inspiratio n and then sp.lilt much of the
simp licity and directness DC the Ur! lIlut by cloaking it in a veil ("Flor· ' or rhymed
language, but most seem convinced th e prevailing classicism of Goe the's ma ture
perso nality was necessary and beeefieial to the final dist illation oCFlIu.tt.1OJ
I020oetbe, Briere. 't'oI. 2, p. 34.3.
I03For exampln or theM views d . Ricbard FI:lUer, "T he Veil or Beauty: Somc Aspects or VU~ and
Prose in Sbakespea.re and Goetbe," Journ:1.I of German PbilololI (Urbana, 111., UIM), pp. 4.37.50; Eri4: h
Scbmidt, "Deutsche Reimstlldin ," Sit l uou bericht der Kiinidic:b Preussischen Ah<lemie der
Wi~senKhaften III Berlin Nr. 23 (Berlin, IgQO), pp. 4.4.6--48: ud Reiahald SebwioSft, · Urralld '"ld FaUIII
t: Ver&leicb i1uer Ipraeblic:beo Gntalt ," Zeit~eb rirt fur Dn tKhe Bikllnl "0 1. g (Frankrurt a. M., I03aI,
pp. 38M2.
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The position of "Tr uber Tag- is, therefore, all the more interesting. Mt er the wild
' Walpurgisnacht " and the dream-like ' Walpurgisnachtstrauffi,' Faust seeks solitude in
nature (as be does in 'W aIJ und Hohle" and as Goethe certainly would have done) but
th is time his self-searching erupts in an attac k on Mephistopheles, and the natural SCl'nC!,
again reflecting Faust 's mind, is a dark , foreboding sky over an open field. In the
intervening time, FAust bas somehow learned the extent of Gretchen's misfort une -. her
sha me, her night from home, bee imprisonment -. and by aiming his genuine out rage at
Mephistopheles he shows he is still ' sieb des rechten w eges wohl bcwu,8t, ' even though
his passion and sell-absorpt ion blinds him to the trut h of the situation:
we can say that Faust extricates himself from the destr uct ive role by
th rus ting Mephistopheles ioto it and stan ding beside Gretchen against h im.
T hus white t he alignment in terms of plot is Faust and Mephistopheles against
Gret chen, at the deeper level it is Fa ust and Gretchen against Meph istopheles.
Th e discrepa ncy ... comes out fully in the scene "Triiber Tag,· in which FlI.ust
denounces Mephistopheles outright :&St he destroyer, speaking lI.S if he had no
part in what had happened.104
As well, th is scene, whose ostensible dramat ic function is to port ray the above , is another
example of the poet showing himself willing to trust his poetic instinct, by prefacing th e
almost unbearable - Kerker ' with "T riiber Tag · and not Ilincbing at its rough but
profound expression of Faust 's half-understood guilt and rage.
A translator's chief tll.Sk here must be the approximation of passionat e but
believable speech and tense, powerful diction. Th e many exclamatory uttera nces like
"His dahin!" and "J ammer! Ja mmer!" ar e not eas ily brought off, and Faust 's speeches
can become maudlin and emasculated if the translator does Dot sta rt in a convincing
rhythm and refrain from unnecessary hist rionics and eye-rolling. Fort unately, th e orf-
I04Sarker Fairley, Goethe '~ Fau~l: Six~&3I5 (Oxford: Clarendon Pre" . 19S31, p. 49.
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hand cluity of Mephistopheles' answers make a wonderrul eontrasr to F:l.Ust's our
hysteri a, and the ebseuee of .. dirricult verse form allows the translator mON! room to
tue aim at the poetic essence of the passage.
I '
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FIELD: OVERCAST SKY
IFAUST and Mephistopheles. J
FAUST. In miseryll n despair! Longwretchedlyastray, and now
imprisoned! That sweet, unfortunate creature shut in a prisonIlS
a criminal, and prey to fearful torments! To this has it comet to
thisl- Treacherous,contemptible spirit! thou didst concealit
from me!-S tay! Stay!rolling thydiaboliceyesin fury! Stay and
despite me with thy intolerable presence! Imprisoned!In misery
that eaa never be undone! Delivered up to her ownevil spirits,
and to condemned, unfeelingfellow-men! And thou hast lulled me,
meanwhile, with inane distractions; hast concealed from me her
10 ever growing wretchedness; tlnst suffered her to come to hopeless
grief and ruin!
MEPHISTOPHELES.Sheis not the first.
FAUST. Dog!abominable monsterf.-Transform himthou Spirit
Infinite!transformthe serpent back into that canineIorm in
IS which he likes toscamperon before me, to roll before the
unsuspecting traveler's teet, then leap upon his shoulderswhen
he (ell!Transform himonce againinto that Iavorite shape, that
he may crawl upon his belly in the dust beforeme, that I may
kick tbe dog, theprofligak J • "Not the first- !··The misery!0
20 the misery of it!what no human soul cangrasp,that more than
one beingshould have sunk into thesedepths of misrortune, that
the first o( them,in her writhingmortal-shame before the eyes
of the Eternal Forgiver, did not expil\te the guilt of all the
others after. Thewretchedness of thissingleone alone pierces the
25 very marrow ofmy bone andlire,whilsttbou, indifferent, dost
smirk to think about the rate of thousands!
MEPH. Nowwe're at our wits' ends again! at the point whereyour
mortal minds break under the strain. Why didst thou enter into
alliancewith us, if thou ILrt not able to endure its terms, Wilt
30 ny, and are not secureagainst diu iDess?!Did we thrust
ourselves upon thee,or thou thyself upon us!lt06
IO&~,tranl.Ta)' lof, p, 206,
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Taylor provides a fair rendition of "I' ni ber Tag,· but though he is not burdened
by feminine rhymes or difficult versification, his t ranslation is st ill impaired by an over-
scrupulous rait1l1'ulness to the lett er of the text , and when he dol'S restructure the
original, the results are not usually for the better . Line 2, for example, with "T hat sweet
and unfort unate creat ure" moved trom the end to the beginning of the sentence. is made
less cont inuous and interesti ng; the origina l "hOU!os verderben" is poorly a nd
redundantly translated as "come to hopeless grief and ruin;" the exclamation mark
instead of the original comma arter the first · Stay!" in line 5 has lifted a subtle and
necessary "Luftpause" from the flow of the speech (st rangely, Taylor later elongates and
thereby damp ens the emotive power of the similar "Jammer! Jarnmerts in line 20).
Phrases like "despite me- in line 6, "these depths or misfortu ne- in lines 21-22, and - tbe
very marrow or my bone and lire- in lines 25-26 sound unenglish because they have been
left to resemble the original so closely, and though the sentence beginning -Wilt r1y- in
line 31 bas "not secure" moved to the middle Cor the sake of clarity, it still does not
come ocr. Taylor's overall choice or words is tolera ble, though "wretched" appears twice
in the tirst speech (ror - Erbir mlicb- and "J ammer" }, and ·profligate- for "der
Yerwortene," while semantically correct and tolerable, sounds odd. One might also
(argive th e inversion in -Spirit Infinite- amidst much otherwise readable - tbeeing- and
"thouing,- but "condemned" in line 8 is a Caulty translation or "rlehtend," and the
addition oC"her own - to "evil spirits- in this line is probably an unnecessary reference
to the haunti ng oCGre tchen in the scene "Dcrn.- Thu s Taylor's version or this scene
seems disfigured by his frequently over-zealous st riving to reproduce every literal hint
and strain of the original lines.
10.
DREARY DAY
A Field
FAUST. MEPffiSTOPIlELES.
FAUST. In misery! Despairing! Long roa ming the
earth , a wretc hed waif, and now impreocedt Locked up in the
dungeon as a n evildoer to suUer appa lling tortur e, the lovelyI
luckless creature! To this! To th is pass!-Fa.itbless, degraded
spinr-ead this you concealed Crom me! Yes, st and there, sta ndI
Roll those demon eyes in your head in speec hless spite! Sta nd
there and defy me wit h your unbea rab le presence! Imprisoned! In
unredeemable ruin! Abandoned to evil spirits and to judging,
unfeeling mankind ! And tbrough it all you lull me with insipid
10 distractions, hide me from her deepeningwretchedness, and let
her helplessly perish !
MEP IDSTOPHELES. She is DOtthe first.
FAUST. Cur! Abominable monsterb-T rauslorm him, thou infinite
spirit. change the viper back into its dog shape, as it was
15 pleasedto lope beforemeof a night, tumbling at the harmless
wanderer's feet and dragginghim down by the shoulders as he
fell. Return him to his Iworlte guise, that be may crawl on his
hellyon the sand before me, and I may spurn him with my foot,
the oflall-Not the first!-Pitious grier!Too pitious fer human
20 soul to grasp, that more than one being should have sunk to this
depth of misery, that the first did not atone enough for the
guiltof all the rest, writhing in deathly agony before the eyes
of the Eternally Forgiving! I am rent to the living core by this
single one's sutrering;you pass with a carefree grin over the
25 fate of thousands!
MEPlDSTOPHELES. There we are, hack once more at our wits' end,
whereyour human mindssoap. Why make commoncausewith us if you
cannot see it tbrough?You would ny, yet are Dotproof against
ve.-tigo? Did weobtrude ourselveson you, or you 0 0 u51106
I06Faust. t rans. Allldt , p. IIO.
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Arodt bas managed to combine some of tbe best featu res of other tr anslations.
part icularly T aylor's, and prod uce a good account of "Tr uber Tag.· He follows the
original eloeely, suggesting the sonorous lament in Faust 's despair , th e only occasional
distraction being his over-fondn ess, like Kaufmann's , for alliterat ive clusters of
consonants (more skilfully handled by Fairley). which can become predictable and self-
serving, ss ill - iovely luckless creature, " - speechless spite,· and "unredeemable ruin·
[sic]. Arndt's predilection for vaguely · poetic· words and phrases is also here·· · Cur,·
· of a night,· "spurn him with my foot, · "[youl are nol prool against vertigo· - but
most everything else works well, and moments like "insipid diversions- [sabgeechmackte
Zerst reuungen"] and -of the Eternall)' Forgiviog- (- des ewig Vetzeiheuden"] are
excellent. Mcst of all, Arnd t sustai ns a sense of rhythm that nags only momentarily in
lines 23-25, where the imposed parallel struct ure and the semicolon are clear but not as
powerful as the original, and he bas done no real damage to th e meaning, form, and
intent of the passage.
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DI SMA L DAY
Field
Faust. Mephistopheles.
FAUST:
In misery! Despa iring! Long lost wret chedly on th e ear th, and now
impr isoned! As a felon locked up in a dun geon with hor rible
tor ments, t he fair ill-fat ed cr eature! It' s come to th at! T o
thetj- Treecberous, despicable Spirit-- and that you have kept
from met-Keep standing there, stand! Roll your de-vi1isb eyes
wrathfull y in your face! Stand and defy me with your int olerabl e
presence! Impri soned l In irrepa rable misery! Hand ed ov er to evil
spirits and ju dging, unfeeling mankind! And mea nwhile you sooth e
me with insipid diversions; bi de ber grief from me, and Ito. her
10 perish helplessly!
MEPIUSTO:
She 's DQt the ritst one.
FAUST:
Dog! Abominable monster!--Change him, oh infinite spirit! Change
back this worm into his dog-shape, as he used to amu se himself in
the night when he trott ed along before me, rolled in Iront or t he
15 feet of the ha rml ess wa ndere r aad, when he stumbled, cl ung to his
shoulders. Change him again to his (avorite form th at he may
crawl on his belly in t he sa nd before me and 1 may trample on him
wit h my Ieet, th e caitifn·-Not the first onel-Grie" Grief!
past what a human soul can grasp, th at more th an one c reature has
20 sunk into th e depth or this misery, that the firs t one did not
enough for the guilt oCall the othe rs , wri thin g in th e ag ony or
de at h before th e eyes of th e ever forg iving one! The miser y of
this one woman surges t hroug h my hear t and marr ow, a nd you grin
im perturbed over the rat e of t housands!
MEPIUSTO:
25 Now we're once agai n at your wits ' end where your human min ds
snap. Why do you seek fellowship with us ir you can't go through
with it? You would fly, hut get dizzy! Didwe impose on you, or
you OD ust lO7
107~, tralll. KaUrmaDD, pp. 3lW-.Ol.
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The re ate some problems here which keep Kau fmann from attaining a full measure
of poetic faitbfulotsS. His first departure from the original is his use of the dash instead
of th e comma in th e middle of line 4, which wrenches the rhythm and helps make - end
tba t " ambiguously relet to "It's come to t hat t"(an otherwise excellent version of "Bis
dahin!"]. In the next two sente nces, in which Kaufmann st ubbornly attempts to mirror
t he original word order, the result is decidedly unenglish, and Faust sounds too
histrion ic. T he musical value of the consonance and alliterati on of phrases like " Iong
lost" and "growing grid " is also negated by their essential triteness, and the rhythm of
Faust' s second epeeeb, not aided by "cajun" in line 18 or "the first one did Dot enough"
in lines 20-21, is surprisingly tur gid and the overall effect prosaic. Even Kau fmann' s title
for the scene is th e most deriv ative a nd least effed ive amon g the five tr anslators, all of
whom, except T aylor with his unusual "Overcast Sky," choose "Day" plus alliterative
substi tu tes for "Triib" such as "Dreary," "Dismal," "Dark," and "Dull." As usua l,
Kaufmann shows a Iiee grasp of Goet he's meaning and for m in this scene, but much of
the poetry has eeeeped from between the lines, and the scene is a euncu s and uneasy
amalga m of good and bad lines, d ear prose, and nail ing arms.
lOS
Dark Day
Open Country
Faust . Mephistopheles
FAUS'r Surrering! Despairing! Lett so long ... so piti fully ...
to grope her way across the world and now locked up. That poor
innocent crea ture th rown in a du ngeon like a criminal and made
to suffer hideously! Has it then come to this! To this!Despic-
able, trea cherous spirit , you concealed it from rnet- You sta nd
before me, sta nd th ere rolling eyes of diabolic anger! Confront
me with a presence I detest and cannot bear to look on! She is
in prison. Suffering past redemption. Delivered to evil spirits
and the cold, unfeeling censure of humanity! And meanwhile you
10 beve cradled me in vile dieteection-e cld me nothing of the
sulferings heaped upon her, but left her to perish helplessly.
MEPHISTOHELES She's Dot the Iirst,
FAUST Basta rd-dog! Brutel-O great immor tal Spirit , change his
form again! Return th is serpent to its poodle' s form, when he
15 was still content to trot at night in front of me, to roll and
play before the innocent feet of the wanderer , then jump 0 0
his shoulders if he fell. Or chang e bim to th e shape t hat 's
dearest to his heart! Let him creep on the sand before me on
his belly and let me set my foot on his depravity!--Not th e
20 Firstl-The pity of it! Th e pity! No huma n soul could ever
comprehend that more th an one creature must be drowned in the
billows of such misery . Why was not the agony and death suf-
fered by the first enough to aton e for the gui lt of all th e
rest in the eyes of t he All-Mercifult Th e suffering of th is
25 one girl alone seers me to the marr ow- to th e heart-and you
can grin compla centl y at the rate or thousands!
MEPHI STP HOEL ES So! We're back at th e Ircntiers or our mind , at
the point where human -under standin g rails. Why bother to ally
yourselves with us, ir you' re not prep ared to see it thr ough!
30 You want to fly••and su tter from verti g07 Did we force our
company on you-or you on us7IDS
108E!!!!.. t rans. Prudboe, pp. H8-49.
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Typically, Pr udhoe's translat ion from "Tr llber Tag- is intelligent, if not
erlortlessly - English,· and doubts arise only when we consult the strict meaning and the
speech rhyth ms of th e original. He has generally toned down the fur)' of Faust 's speeches
(though not as much as in his transla tion from "Nacht "] by adding an extra ellipsis to
line 1, by turning line 4 (-B is dahinl "] and lines 21-26, broken into two sentences, into
rhetorical questions, and by omitting rive exclamation marks. Th e overall rhythm is also
disquieted by purposeful touches like "locked up" in line -2, "then" in line 4, and "Th e
pity or it - Cor "Jammerl," with its too powerful echo of Shakespeare's Othello (IV, i,
205-6), and the generalizing tendency of lines 1>-7, with • rolling eyes of diabolical anger-
and -a presence" for the specific charges in the original, and line 19 -- - let me set my
foot on his depravity" -- slightly blankets the personal wrat h of Faust's attacks. P rudhoe
has also made two additions whose ironic implications are unwarranted - -Suffering pest
redemption - for "Im unwiederbringlichen Blend, " and "poodle's form- for
-Hu odsgest alt "109- and despite the excellent "Bast ard-dog" or lioe 13, the lucidity of
lines 21-28, and the uniformity or the diction, Prudhoe's way of wrestling down a passage
and reapport ioning its effects for the sake of unity and control has held him back from
achieving poetic faithfulness. One might say that in Prudhoe's version Faust passionately
implores "How could you,- while Goethe has Faust screaming "How dare you."
1000Since - Tr iiber T ag" wu writt en berore there was a poodle in tbe eeeee -V Ol dem Tor " alld the
appeara nce of an evil spirit :u a dog be!Ollgslo the legends, t here is no nu ll. to alter tbe navour or the
5cene witb a reference to ab earlier debil intbe pfue nt poem.
no
scene 23 DULL DAY. A FIELD
FauBt . Meph lBtophelea
FAUST
Anoutcast, driven to despair. Wretchedly wandering the wide
eart h and DOW at long last a prisoner, a condemned cnminnl,
locked in a dungeon, exposed to the cruellest tortu re, the dear
girl is so ill-fated. Had it to come to this! And you kept it
from me, you vile, you treacherous spirit. Yes, you can stand
there and roll your dcvil's eyes in fury. Stand and defy me with
your intolerable presence. A prisoner. In hopelessmisery. At the
mercy of evil spirits and the unsparing censure of mankind. And
meanwhile you distract me with your vulgar t:ntert ainmeots, keep
10 her desperate plight hom me, and leave her to meet her end
alone.
MEPIllSTOPIlELES
She's not the first.
FAUST
You beast . You roul monster. 0 infinite spirit, tum this reptile
back into its canine form, the dog, that used to run ahead of me
15 on my evening walks, roU at the feet of the unsuspecting
strangers and jump on thei r shoulders when t hey tripped over him.
T UrD him back into the shape that suited him so that be mny crawl
agai n in the sand at my feet and let me spurn him, him the lowest
or the low. Not the first! Oh the shame of it , beyond human power
20 to comprehe nd, that more t han one of us mortals reached this depth
of misery I that the death -agony of the rirst was not enough to
clear all the otbers in the eyes of the great forgiver. Th e
suttering or this single one racks me, marrow and bones. But you
pass over the tate of thousands with a grin, unmoved.
MEPIllSTOPIlELES
25 Here we are again at the edge of our intelligence. A ste p more
and you people go sta rk mad, Why do you ban dealings with us if
you can't go th rough with itt You want to Oy and you're afraid
your head ' lI swim. Did we force ourselves 00 you or you On
usl 110
lI °E.!!!.~,tralls. Fairle)', pp. 76-77.
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The key of this passage is also definit ely minor and the dynamic me eao-plono
rath er tbeu forte. Fairley chooses a sombre, reflective opening, end Faust 's first speech
slowly increases in intensity and volume until it finally begins to erupt at line U. Like
Prudhoe, Fairley bas excised exclama tion mark s, hut his supple prose is more errcrtivcly
and scrupulously man aged: at the opening, the under tone of th e wide vowels and sort
·w· 's of "wandering the wide eart h- ends in th e clank of the dungeon door with
"condemned criminal, · and his allit eration does not seem contri ved like Kaufmann's or
sell-conscious like Tayl or's. Fai rley occasionally varies the st ruct ure to make the English
sensible, And tbough his spa rse use of punctuation keeps the tone relati vely low-key, his
precise, clear dict ion and true ear in places like lines 6-9 and all of Faust 's second speech,
as in "t urn t his rept ile back into its canine form,- keep th ings moving forwar d. In all,
Fairl ey's restr aint , like Prudhoe's, att empts to make "Triiber T ag- a more organic
prep arat ion fat "Kerker,- and though his skill is accomplished it rather misrepresents
Goethe's int entions by shy ing away from "St urm und Oran g" honesty, especially since
Goeth e's ext ensive pru ning of the Urfaust expressly left "T rfiber T ag" in its prist ine
Ictm.
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CONCLUSION
P ar t A: Genera l Remark. on Tranal_Uns F auat
ODe should perhaps furn ish ODe's own version as th e proper answer to
unsatisfactory translations, but the foregoing passages from our rive FatA sl translations
have shown at least that poetic Ieltht uleese, like ordinary faith, is a fairly rare quality,
most identifiab le by its absence. Th e most distres sing thing about translati ons of grent
works is tbat t he read er is CODstantly seeking a perfect mixture of fidelity to th e work's
content combined wit h a realistic reformu lation in the Dew language, so th at many
praiseworthy translations usually raJlshort of this ideal. Our quoted translators of Favd
have shown that limited poetic success is possible in the three broad eetegoeiesof prose,
adaptation or - Nachdicbtung,· and original meters translation, each of which CIlO
illuminate some ecrner of F4U" ; the original meters approach, striving to hold t rue to
the poet's intent, relays something of the true look: and Ilavcur of the crigieel, which
demands the most of hi! skill end ta3te to he convincing; the adaptat ion, allowing
greater freedom to work unencumbered in the speech rhythms or the ta rget language,
often comes close to the pristine excitement or poet ic tu sh of the original language,
despite the reader 's sense that the voice is not t ruly the poet's; and prose t ranslations, at
their best, can do the importaDt and difficult job of clearly laying out the aesthetics and
the · P roblemal ik· of a complex work like Fatui , though littl e of the poetry can be
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reproduced and the effect usually rem ains ent irely ab ove the neck . However, non e of our
trans lators, as we have seen, has been able to sust ain a consistent fidelity to the
·poetry· without Calling prey to some of th e dange rs and temptations Il1 tran slating
Faust .
It seems, then, that the achievement of this total quality of poetic faithfuln ess
consists not on ly in taking an unswerving aim at th e poetic essence of a literar y work •.
"was vom Dichter uhrig bleibt " -- appr ehended thr ou gh long stu dy and then reprodu ced
by technical processes, but also in aiming away (rom the dangers of dogma tism in
approaching a transl ation of Faust . Tho se of the pr ose school are inclined to a general
slackness of expression, becoming over-stre tc hed in moments of int ense emotion and
olte n quite ridiculous in lyrical scenes, which arises (rom forsakin g the poetry in an
attempt to accurately communicat e the unadorned meaning of the text even when th ere
is none. The "Nachdicbter " or adaptor of Faust, of course, lives on the bord er bet ween
freedom and licence, and must be careful not to disfigure th e or iginal with cu ts or
cha nges, or to oblite rate the period of the piece with anachronistic langu age or detail.
Th e gravest danger is faced by the origina l mete rs translato r, who doggedl y pursues
difficult verses and feminine cadences, and risks vio lating his oath of faithf ulness to the
poet by irreparably abusing the ta rget languag e with unnaturalness of expres sion and
faultiness of rhythm.
We have also seen some bidden , insid ious per ils in the quoted tra nslati ons. Th e
atte mpt. to preserve the errect of the origina l German by using similar constructio ns,
cogna tes, or "Ielecbe Freunde " can only be broug ht orr with tbe greatest tas te and skill,
and several examples of thi s temptation, endin g in st rained Engli sh , have been seen in
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the tr anslations by Taylor and Kaufmann. A translator's overfondness rcr certain
consonants , alliterative pairs, and rhetorical constructions was p:ntic ulnrly noticeable in
Kaufmann's version, and inappropriate word choices o r unintentionel ana chronieme (suc h
as Fairley's Faust · sitt ing in his den- Crom "enge Zelle- ) have also marred several
passages. Also damaging can be academic urges to highlight or elucidate textual details
that end up as odd-sounding blunders, es in Kaufmann's · Walpurgisnacbt · and -T rUbC! l
Tag, · as well as attem pts to artificially jump up the original through a superficial
underst anding of Goet bean concepts and the aforementioned symbol-network DCFaust,
which is evident iu Arndt's version.
Faust-tr anslator Stuart Atkins bas correctly observed both these types of da ngers,
which might be descr ibed lIS dogmatism and lack of technical finish, and he offers th ree
sensible points ot orientation tor the translator of Faust which might help him steer
around this Scylla and Charybdis, where so many of our chosen passages were wrecked,
and point him in the direction of faithCulness to the poetry of the original and a proper
home in the new language:
1 Man 5011- wo moglich _. nie cinco Text ausdehnen, was besonders wichtig
ist im Faile von Faust ... ; 2 "Man sollte eineu Dichter in der Uberset zung
nicht schwieriger machen, als er fUr seine Leser ursprimglieh war - Ireilich
such nieht leiehter;" 3 Man soIl auf der Hut vor Iremdeprachllcb wtrkendee
Verstojlcn gegen den ncrmelen Spraehgebraucb scin.Hi
T his last rule is particularly important , for it is ultimately the translation's ability to
sing convincingly and consistently in the medium of the target language, which stands as
the final proof that a translator has avoided most of these pitfalls and achieved
faithfulness to th e poetry of the original.
IllAtk ip5, 'F(l u~ t llllfEusliach,' p. 261>.
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Part B: Su mmations or Quote d T ran al. to n
In the following summation, it shall be seen that each of the chosen t ranslator s is
characterized by a recognizable personality and a part ieular In.nslational str:lt~,
without which their versions would be wor th less, and yet, paradoxically, it seems to be
these very qualities which most distra ct us Irom an uni nterru pted reading ortheir FaUltl
in English, by inhibiting poetie faithfulness in their succumbing to the many t raps and
dangers: Taylor, Cor example, sacrificed readability in English on the altar or metrical
fidelity, providing a version which, while Dot without a certain charm and dignity, is
disfigured by many padded lines, badly wrought rcminine endings, and by the
translator's notion that poet ry consists in the taste ful arrangement or - poetical - words
in decorat ive patt erns, which nevertheless have no real force behind them and therefore
evoke vague memories or poetry, not the real thing. SimilU'ly, Arndt has ransacked
rhyming dictionaries and perhaps the poems or Tennyson ror his eclectic vocabular y, but
here the language of Taylor is cranke d up and driven at breakneck speed throughout the
whole tr anslation in Arndt 's frantic eUort to be more - Goethean- than the original and
not - shrink- from original meten , and while the ride is sometimes exhilara tin g and
convincing, as in the -WalpurgisnacM- and in -Sturm und Orang- passages, we must
conclude that this insisten tly - poetic- strategy, crudely grasping at and tossing in stock
Goethean associations or energy, nature, and light, shows a definite lack of proportion
and taste, with inappropriate bravura and histrionics even in the -Prolog- and the
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· Zueignung,· and rather than doing much embarrassing damage to Faust in 3 Norton
Critical Edition, should perhaps be declaimed only in private.
Kaufmann's transla tion is something of an exception in that be appea rs to have no
particular technical approach to trans lating FUlls l ethe r than a legitimate desire to
repair some of the faults of earlier tra nslators and provide an intelligent and practical
translation, in original meters, that is not afraid to make small changes to the original in
the interest of general readability, He has largely accomplished this and has avoided
trying the reader's patience by attempti ng to elucida te all that is obscure in Fauat, and
yet we have seen bow all the passages from his translation , with the exception of the
·Z ueignung,· have been interrupted by an unexpected jarring word here or an odd tu rn
of phrase there (as in the second stanza of Gretc hen's spinning-wheel song) and how a
general lack of technical finish, in the form of a tin ear, and lapses of taste, in his
overfondness for alliterat ive pairs, have impaired the poetic faithfulness of a good,
thoughtful transla.tion.
Our final two trans lators, while not of the · original meters- camp, also bear out
our observation of the st rain put on poetic Iait hfulness by obstinate approaches:
P rudhoe's rendition, verging on the unfashionable · Nachdichtuog,· nonetheless offers an
interestiog answer to the question of whether or not Goethe's Faust is bett er 0 0 stage or
in print. As one might expect from a performance version using T.S. Eliot's dramatic
verse as a model, there \-. a certa in dr oning regularity in the verse, a sense of th e
mellifluous actor's voice rounding off the high and low ends of Goethe's language. The
liberties taken are great and are usually linked to the exigencies or writing for the
English-speaking stage •• rough edgesare smoothed out; medieval moods and associat ions
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abound, as in the · P rolog- and the · Zueignung;" whole passages, like the "Nacht"
speech, are reapportioned and unified; the raptur e or the "Zueignung" is neeeened out
and the lyric made into a. more dramatic monologue. But with great technical skill,
Prudhoe manages a t rue and convincing re-creation or the original, which might surely
inspire a spectator or student to attempt the literary pleasures of Faust in the original
German. or the rive translations discussed here, P rudhoe's stands best 0 0 its own teet,
and while its ultima te faith fulness remains questionable due to the nature and extent or
the necessary libert ies in such an adapta tion, th e translator's ingenuity, taste, and
workman-like att itude to his execution rescue his st rategy from the censure of Ilugrant
faithlessness and produce most ly convincing results.
Finally, the prose tra nslation of Fairley, as we have seen, shows much skill and
forethought , but we must conclude that his attempt to render the "communicative
values of Faust in pres- and make, as it were, a.piano-version of this massive symphony,
cannot be considered tota lly successful or even satisfactory. Fairley sticks doggedly to
his prose, even in the spinning-wheel song and the · Walpurgisu cbt · exchange, and
thereby achieves some kind of consistency or stylistic unity, but the result is a natteoing
out of the original poet ry into, at best, good rhetoric and insight, and, at worst , odd-
sounding, even maniacal nonsense. Perhaps it was Goethe's aforementioned preference
for prose t ranslat ion that convinced Fairley, a. poet and Goethe scholar, to so totally
forsake metr ical speech, but surely no such approach, however ekiltul, can succeed in
animating such a work as Faust by refusing to use all the poetical resources of the target
language and thereby bleeding the work of most of its colour and life force.
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It is clear from the study or the above sections from these rive tr anslations of Faust
that passages showing poetic faithfuln ess, or moments of a pure and convincing sense of
nothing amiss in a tran slat ion t rue to the form and intent of the onginal und at ease in
the new language, are to be found in each of t he above versions, regardless of thl!ir
approach, fot this quality might well express the kind of firm goal and objective ideal,
toward which the translato r st rives, which should govern his choice of translational
strategy and rema in the (OC.'.5 of his ent ire approach. While musical analogies arc usually
deleter ious to discussions o! poetry, one might observe tha t the art of the literary
tra nslator, like that of the inte rpretive musician, is one of simultaneous humility Dod
self-assertion, involving the aggressive app lication of all th e talen t at one's disposal and
all the trick. of one's medium to the unveiling of both the creator's original intent and
the obj ective truth of the form revealed in the composition. Thu s Arnd t 's virtuoso word-
mongering and anachronism, Kaufmann's sudden errors, and Ta ylor's old-Iaehioned
turns and graces all dra w att enti on to the incomplete or raulty technical preparation or
the "per former ," while Prudhoe 's and Fairley's · transcriptions,· however well done,
remain adapta tions of sorts , leaving one with th e sense o r not really having been
approac hed as th e author should have inte nded, tran slations aside.
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